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Abstract 
Changes in abundance and diversity of benthic macroinvertebrates inhabiting a natural 
cobble and artificial reef substrate in southwestern Lake Ontario were quantified following 
invasion of the zebra mussel, Dreissena polymor:pha. Post-zebra mussel invasion data 
(1991-92) were statistically compared with pre-invasion data (1983) from the same sites. 
By 1991-92 zebra mussels comprised 73% and 90% of cobble and artificial reef 
macroinvertebrates, respectively, replacing the amphipod Gammanis fasciatus as the 
numerically dominant taxon at both sites. Overall abundance of non-zebra mussel taxa was 
significantly greater (p < 0.05) at cobble and artificial reef sites in 1991-92, than in 1983 
before zebra mussels were present. Taxa exhibiting significant population increases at the 
cobble site during the time period separating the two studies were the annelids Manayunkia 
speciosa, Spirosperma ~ and unidentified tubificids; the gastropods Helisoma anceps, 
film heterostropha, Staenicola catascopium, Valvata tricarinata, Q.Qni~ livescens and 
Amoicola limosa; and the arthropods Gammanis fasciatus and Orconectes propinQuis. 
Significant population increases of~ heterostropha, Goniobasis liyescens, Amnicola 
limosa, Gammarus fasciatus and the trichopteran Polycentropus were observed at the 
artificial reef site. Although a few taxa sampled infrequently in 1983 were not collected in 
1991-92, no taxa have decreased significantly since 1983. Comparisons of community 
composition in 1983 and 1991-92 suggest the cobble community has changed more than the 
artificial reef community. These changes are likely positive, as species richness was 
greater at cobble and artificial reef sites in 1991-92 relative to 1983, and Simpson's 
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Diversity showed no decline. Though other factors may have contributed to observed 
native macroinvertebrate community changes, my results support theories that zebra 
mussels are facilitating energy transfer to the benthos by filter-feeding, and that mussel 
shoals are providing additional habitat for native invertebrate taxa. 
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Introduction 
Concern about the zebra mussel's <Dreissena polymorpha) impact on North 
American aquatic ecosystems (Hebert et al. 1991; Mackie 1991) has compelled Great 
Lakes scientists to investigate zebra mussel effects on algal assemblages (Holland Beeton 
1990; Lowe et al. 1990; Nichols and Hopkins 1992), macrophyte communities (McNabb et 
al. 1991), and fish spawning, diet, growth and survival (Fitzsimons et al . 1991; Graham et 
al. 1991; Nepszy 1992; Leach 1993). 
The purpose of my study was to characterize population changes of benthic 
macroinvertebrates indigenous to an artificial reef and natural cobble site in southwestern 
Lake Ontario, near Olcott, New York, between 1983 (pre-zebra mussel coloniz.ation) and 
1991-92 (post-zebra mussel invasion). Like the adult zebra mussel, these "native" benthic 
macroinvertebrates are generally sessile, fairly large in siz.e (retained on a sieve with 0.595 
mm openings), and closely associated with bottom substrate (Clesceri et al. 1989). For 
convenience, non-zebra mussel invertebrate taxa will hereby be referred to as native 
benthic macroinvertebrates, despite arguments by Brinkhurst et al . (1968) and Cook and 
Johnson (1974) that some taxa have European origins. 
1.ebra mussels and other benthic macroinvertebrate taxa often occupy the same 
substrates (Sebestyen 1938; Conn et al. 1991), or consume similar foods (Hebert et al . 
1991; Mackie 1991). These factors, coupled with the mussel's ability to reach adult 
densities as high as 448,970 individuals/m2 (Piesi.k 1983), comprising 98 % of benthic 
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macroinvertebrates existing in some areas (Afanas ' yev and Protasov 1987), suggest 
disruption of Great Lakes benthic macroinvertebrate communities is quite possible 
(Mackie et al. 1989; Reeders and Bij de Vaate 1990; Hebert et al . 1991; Marsden 1991). 
Deleterious effects of zebra mussels on Great Lakes populations of unionid mussels have 
already been documented (Mackie 1991; Gillis and Mackie 1992; Hunter and Bailey 1992). 
However, impacts on many other benthic macroinvertebrate ta.xa have not yet been 
quantified. 
Many factors must be considered in predicting zebra mussel impacts on Great 
Lakes' benthic macroinvertebrate communities. Zebra mussels can attain high densities 
when hard substrates, such as rock material (Lya.khov and Mikheev 1964; Lewandowski 
and Stanczyckowska 1986; Bij de Vaate 1991) and the bodies of other benthic invertebrate 
taxa (Lamanova 1971; Lewandowski 1976; Arter 1989; Conn et al. 1991; Dermott and 
Barton 1991 ; Masteller and Schloesser 1991; Schloesser and Kovalak 1991) are abundant. 
It is not unusual for suitable substrates to be completely covered by zebra mussels 
(Lewandowski 1976; Hunter and Bailey 1992). According to Mackie (1991), and 
Schloesser and Kovalak (1991), removal of nutrients from the water column may adversely 
affect filter feeding organisms (e.g., unionid bivalves). Conversely, deposition of 
nutrient-rich feces and pseudofeces may enhance the fertility of benthic environments 
(Stanczyckowska et al. 1976; Stanczyckowska and Planter 1985; Reeders and Bij de Vaate 
1990), perhaps facilitating population increases in benthic macroinvertebrate detritivores 
and their predators (Wiktor 1969; Izvekova and Lvova-Katchanova 1972; Stanczykowska 
1977; Smit et al. 1990). Increased substrate heterogeneity manifested as zebra mussel 
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colonies, empty shells, byssal threads, etc., may also benefit native benthic 
macroinvertebrates by providing them with additional habitat and shelter (Dermott and 
Barton 1991; Griffiths 1993). 
Have zebra mussels competitively excluded any Southwestern Lake Ontario 
macroinvertebrate taxa from habitats they have traditionally inhabited, as mollusks 
introduced into other regions of the Great Lakes have in the past (Hebert et al. 1989), or 
have they filled an unoccupied ecological niche, resulting in neutral or positive changes in 
abundance and diversity of native taxa? Of the two sites investigated in this study, the 
rock-covered artificial reef provided zebra mussels with especially favorable habitat. Since 
only other epifaunal (Stanley 1972; Mackie 1991), or non-burrowing macroinvertebrates 
were formerly of numerical importance on the reef (Bader 1985), I believed that zebra 
mussels might compete with native taxa for living space at this site. I hypothesized that 
zebra mussels would displace some native taxa, inducing declines in native benthic 
macroinvertebrate abundance and species diversity on the artificial reef. 
The second study site, the "cobble site", was comprised of a mixture of cobble, 
sand, and silt. This structurally heterogeneous site provided suitable habitat for infauna! 
(burrowing) taxa (Cook and Johnson 1974; Hynes 1974; Simpson and Bode 1980), in 
addition to many epifaunal taxa historically collected on the artificial reef (Bader 1985). I 
anticipated that competition between zebra mussels and native macroinvertebrate taxa for 
available hard structure would occur on cobble substrates. However, sand and silt 
substrates are suboptimal zebra mussel habitats (Lewandowski and Stanczyckowska 1986; 
Stanczyckowska 1977), and mussel densities in these microhabitats were expected to 
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remain low. Free from competition for space, many native macroinvertebrates inhabiting 
these softer substrates were expected to benefit through utilization of empty mussel shells 
as shelter, and by consuming feces and pseudofeces produced in adjacent areas supporting 
larger rebra mussel populations (Dennott and Barton 1991; Griffiths 1993). 
I hypothesiz.ed that overall native macroinvertebrate abundance at the cobble site 
would increase following rebra mussel invasion. Positive changes in numbers of 
detritivores occupying sand and silt substrates were expected to offset any population 
declines observed in tax.a stressed by competition with rebra mussels for living space or 
food. Due to potential competitive exclusion of some native tax.a, I believed cobble site 
species diversity would decline. Regardless of how native macroinvertebrate abundance 
and diversity were affected, rebra mussel activities were expected to cause changes in 
native artificial reef and cobble site benthic macroinvertebrate communities (Hebert et al. 
1989; Hunter and Bailey 1992). 
The study area was situated approximately 1.6 km west and 0.8 km offshore of 
Olcott, New York, in the southwestern region of Lake Ontario (Figure 1). The artificial 
reef (latitude=43° 20' 9• N; longitude=78° 45' 30• W; Figure 2) was constructed in 
1982 of siltstone and shale. Particle siz.es on this structure ranged from small pebbles to 
boulders approximately 0.5 min diameter. Several discrete piles of material were placed 
in the area. However, all samples were collected from one of two mounds of rubble, each 
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approximately 30 meters in length. These reef sections were easily identified by the pile of 
cinderblocks which now connects them (Figure 2). Reef sampling depths ranged from 5 - 7 
m below the water surface. 
The cobble site was located approximately 0.5 km east of the artificial reef. 
Physical characteristics of the cobble site (latitude=43° 20' 9" N; longitude=78° 44' 48" 
W) were representative of the benthic environment naturally found along this nearshore 
region of Lake Ontario. The flat lake bed was covered with particles ranging from silt to 
rocks at least 25 cm in diameter. Depth of sampling at the cobble site approximated 
sampling depth at the artificial reef site. 
Materials Gd Methods 
This study was designed to replicate that of Bader (1985) who quantified benthic 
macroinvertebrate densities on the same artificial reef and cobble sites in 1983 before 
establishment of zebra mussel populations (Bader's data served as the "control" data for my 
study). In 1991-92, SCUBA divers established transects at both artificial reef and cobble 
sites by extending a 100 ft. tape on the two substrates to be sampled. Before sampling, 
five locations along each transect were selected from a random numbers table (Beyer 
1978). Samples were collected from these randomly designated locations. This procedure 
was repe.ated on four dates in 1991-92 (July 12 and September 21, 1991, and May 15 and 
August 20-23, 1992). Samples were not collected on more than one occasion from the 
same location along a transect. 
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Two distinct sampling methods were used to estimate benthic macroinvertebrate 
abundance. Native taxa were collected exclusively by a dome suction sampler (Gale and 
Thompson 1975), while zebra mussel densities were estimated by both dome suction and 
plot sampling. Components of the dome suction sampler included a stainless steel housing 
enclosing an area of 0.164 m2 , and a plexiglass cover with two armholes. Attached to this 
cover was a 12 volt lawnmower battery equipped with a vent overflow plug to prevent 
water contamination of battery contents, and a bilge pump (5,682 Uhr). Attached to the 
pump were a hose used to vacuum the substrate, and a collecting bag that retained particles 
equal to or larger than 0.500 mm x 0.500 mm in size. Affixed to the vacuum hose was a 
nozzle equipped with steel rods spaced l.27 cm x 1.27 cm apart. Although this screening 
made collection of large unionid bivalves impossible (all other native invertebrates were 
small enough to pass through the screening), its presence was required to prevent the pump 
from clogging. In cases of occasional clogging, pump casing was removed and the 
impeller cleaned. A complete description and accompanying diagram of the dome suction 
sampler is available in Bader (1985), Clesceri et al. (1989), and Gale and Thompson 
(1975). 
With one exception, five replicate dome suction samples were collected on a 
transect at both artificial reef and cobble sites on each of the four sampling dates (one of 
five replicate samples from the artificial reef was lost during transport to the water surface 
on July 12, 1991). Dome suction samples were collected by placing the sampling device 
on the substrate, then operating the pump for a three minute period (Bader 1985). While 
the pump was activated, the vacuum hose intake nozzle was maneuvered so that the entire 
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area enclosed by the steel housing was cleaned. Stones and other objects were overturned, 
and their entire surfaces vacuumed. 
Following transport of samples to the boat at the water surface, collecting bag 
contents were rinsed thoroughly into five gallon buckets. Bucket contents were poured 
through aquarium dip nets having mesh sizes equal to or finer than that of the sample 
collecting bag (0.5 mm). Sample components were then carefully transferred to plastic 
bottles. A solution containing 2-5% fonnalin and rose bengal dye (200 mg/L) (Clesceri et 
al. 1989) was then added to the sample contents. The dilute fonnalin fixed most 
soft-bodied organisms in a relaxed state, while rose bengal imparted a red color to freshly 
killed organisms, thereby easing separation of macroinvertebrates from other debris. 
Within 24 hours, the fonnalin-rose bengal solution was replaced with 70% ethanol, a 
preferable long-tenn preservative (Clesceri et al. 1989). 
While the dome suction sampler appeared to clean substrates of all native 
macroinvertebrates, save large unionids, byssally attached 7.ebra mussels were difficult to 
remove completely from substrates. Plot sampling (Stanczyckowska 1977; Lewandowski 
and Stanczyckowska 1986; Hebert et al. 1991) was utili7.Cd to compensate for dome suction 
sampler limitations. A square frame enclosing an area of 0.185 m2 was placed on both 
artificial reef and cobble substrates, adjacent to the dome suction sampler, at three of the 
five randomly selected sampling locations. Plot sampling involved transferring rocks 
found within the frame and comprising the benthic substrate surface to a pillowcase (mesh 
si7.e < 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm). At the water surface, rebra mussels were removed from rocks 
by scraping with a hard-bristle brush (Piesi.k 1983). Plot sample processing was similar to 
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processing of dome suction samples. Zebra mussels were collected in five gallon buckets, 
passed through the aquarium dip net used for recovering dome suction samples (Hunter and 
Bailey 1992), then placed in plastic bottles prior to fixation and preservation. 
In the laboratory, benthic macroinvertebrates were separated from other debris 
while carefully examining samples under a stereoscopic microscope (5 x power). Native 
mollusk individuals were counted and considered in abundance estimates if the shell 
aperture was intact. To avoid overestimating abundances of other native taxa, mutilated 
and tom individuals were only counted if the animal's head was still attached to the body. 
Very rarely were damaged native mollusks observed in samples. Damaged individuals of 
other taxa were more common, yet posterior body regions lacking heads were easily 
recognized and removed from samples. 
Zebra mussels were easily fragmented during removal from substrates, resulting in 
high frequencies of damaged individuals in samples. In an attempt to increase the accuracy 
of zebra mussel abundance estimates, fragmented living individuals (e.g., tissue attached to 
shells) were considered along with whole organisms in abundance estimations. Because of 
their high numbers, subsampling (Elliott 1971) was employed to obtain zebra mussel 
abundance estimates. Following removal of native invertebrates, empty zebra mussel 
shells and other debris, zebra mussels from the same replicate sample were mixed together 
thoroughly in a dissecting pan. The objective of this was to increase the probability that 
mussels of all size ranges would be evenly distributed throughout the container. A mass of 
zebra mussels was then removed from the pan with a spoon, and transferred to a petri dish. 
Beginning at the top of the microscope field and proceeding from left to right, the 
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assemblage was scanned. Whole, undamaged zebra mussels were removed as they were 
encountered until a count of 500 individuals was attained. These mussels were blotted dry 
and weighed. The average mass/individual was then calculated. Remaining undamaged 
and damaged individuals were then blotted dry and weighed. Abundance estimates were 
detennined based on the average mass/individual and the total mass of zebra mussels in the 
replicate sample. Because use of both dome and plot sampling in estimating zebra mussel 
densities had limitations (inabiUty of the dome suction sampler to remove all mussels from 
substrate; the variability in surface area of rocks removed from within the square frame 
during plot sampling), mussel abundance estimates from both methods were given equal 
consideration in data analysis. In general, dome suction samples provided lower, less 
variable estimates of zebra mussel abundance than plot samples. 
Abundance estimates of native taxa were usually derived from direct counts o f all 
organisms within each replicate sample. Occasionally (one cobble site replicate sample on 
7/ 12/91 and three cobble site replicate samples on 8/20/92) oligochaetes were excessively 
abundant and subsampling of replicate samples was necessary. A decision to subsample 
was made after all macroinvertebrates were separated from debris, then further separated 
into their taxonomic classes. An oligochaete assemblage was subsampled by alternatively 
choosing in a consistent manner to identify or reject individuals as the group was scanned 
(e.g. , identifying every second individual lying in a petri dish, beginning at the uppermost 
region of the microscope field and scanning from left to right) . This method was designed 
to allow for equal probability of selecting each individual for identification, regardless of 
size or other physical characteristics (Elliott 1971). If subsampling by one-half the number 
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of animals in the original sample occurred, counts for all oligochaete taxa were doubled 
after identifications were made. 
Macroinvertebrates were identified to the lowest taxonomic level possible, 
depending on condition of preserved specimens and available publications (Brinkhurst and 
Jamieson 1971; Hannan and Berg 1971; Hobbs 1972; Holsinger 1972; Burch 1975a; Burch 
1975b; Edmunds et al. 1976; Wiggins 19TI; Mackie et al. 1980; Simpson and Bode 1980; 
Clarke 1981; Klemm 1985; Merritt and Cummins 1984; Pennak 1989; Bode 1990; 
Peckarsky et al. 1990; Klemm 1990; Smith 1990; Strayer 1990; and Klemm 1991). 
Transparency of organisms (Oligochaeta, Arachnoidea, Chironomidae) requiring 
examination under a compound microscope (450x) was increased by clearing animals in 
glacial acetic acid for at least 24 hours (personal observation). A stereoscopic microscope 
(45 x) was used for identification of other taxa which required no special preparation. 
Identifications were verified or corrected by Ors. Jarl K. Hiltunen, David A. Strayer 
(Oligochaeta), Donald J . Klemm (Oligochaeta and Hirudinea), Bruce P. Smith 
(Arachnoidea) and Mr. Andrew Bader. 
Sample mean abundance estimates(# individuals/m2), standard errors of those 
means, and ranges of abundance estimates (95 % confidence limits) were calculated for all 
artificial reef and cobble site taxa on each sampling date. Two-sample T-tests (Elliott 
1971 ; Dr. James McNamara, Department of Mathematics, State University of New York 
College at Brockport, personal communication) were used to compare native 
macroinvertebrate abundance estimates from identical months but different years (July 12, 
1983 and July 12, 1991 ; September 10, 1983 and September 21, 1991; May 11, 1983 and 
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May 15, 1992; August 31, 1983 and August 20-23, 1992) at cobble and artificial reef sites. 
Taxa whose abundances were not quantified in 1983 (Unionidae and Arachnoidea), or 
those that Bader (1985) did not distinguish from closely related taxa (NW m., Oligochaeta 
cocoons, unidentified Heptageniidae, Trichoptera pupae, Orthocladjus-Cricotopus, 
unidentified Chironomidae, and Chironomidae pupae), were not considered in pre- and 
post-zebra mussel invasion comparisons of macroinvertebrate abundance, species diversity, 
or community similarity. Their abundances in 1991-92 were estimated for documentation 
purposes and future reference. 
Changes in native benthic macroinvertebrate community comJX>sition between 1983 
and 1991-92 were further analyzed by Morisita's Community Similarity Index (Hom 1966 
and Morisita 1959 in Brower and l.ar 19TI; F.ckblad 1984). This index is based on the 
probability that two individuals, randomly selected from two different communities, wilJ 
belong to the same ta.xon. Thus communities having similar taxa comprising nearly equal 
percentages of their respective communities will have high Morisita's Index values. Mean 
abundance estimates for each native ta.xon on each 1983 and 1991-92 sampling date were 
used to calculate the degree of similarity between cobble site communities (1983 and 
1991-92), artificial reef communities (1983 and 1991-92), cobble site and artificial reef 
communities (1983), and cobble site and artificial reef communities (1991-92). 
Native macroinvertebrate species diversity was analyzed by •species• (taxa) 
richness (Bode et al. 1990) and Simpson's Diversity (Simpson 1949 in Brower and l.ar 
19TI; F.ckblad 1984). Species richness was measured by recording the number of distinct 
native taxa collected at each site on each date. With exception of July 1991 (artificial reef 
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site) , when only four replicate samples were collected (the total area sampled was 0.66 
m2) , the same benthic area (0.82 m2) was sampled at both sites in 1983 and 1991-92. Like 
Morisita's Community Similarity Index, the number of different native taxa collected and 
the equitability of their population sizes are both important determinants of Simpson's 
Diversity (Brower and Zar 1977). Communities having many taxa with similar population 
sizes have greater Simpson's Diversity than those with a few numerically dominant taxa. 
Mean abundance estimates for each taxon were used to determine Simpson's Diversity at 
cobble and artificial reef sites on each 1983 and 1991-92 sampling date. A Mann-Whitney 
test (Elliott 1971) was used to analyze for differences in species richness and Simpson's 
Diversity between 1983 and 1991-92. 
Results 
Relative Abundance of Zebra Mussels and Native Beothic Macroinvertebrate Taxa 
A complete list of native benthic macroinvertebrate taxa collected at cobble and 
artificial reef sites in 1983 and 1991-92 is provided in Table 1. Relative abundance 
estimates of zebra mussels and these native cobble and artificial reef site inhabitants 
throughout 1983 and 1991-92 are shown in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. Taxa whose 
abundance estimates comprised at least 1 % of all benthic macroinvertebrates collected at 
cobble or artificial reef sites in 1983 or 1991-92 are included. Based on an average of 
dome and plot sampling abundance estimates, zebra mussels dominated cobble and 
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artificial reef macroinvertebrate communities in 1991-92. Zebra mussels comprised 73 % 
and 90% (Figures 3a and 4a), respectively, of macroinvertebrates recovered at these sites. 
These results contrast strongly with those from 1983, when the amphipod Gammarus 
fasciatus was numerically dominant on both cobble (55 % ) and artificial reef (78 % ) sites 
(Figures 3c and 4c), and abundance of numerically imJX>rtant taxa was more evenly 
distributed. Although I refer to all individuals of the genus Dreissena as zebra mussels, 
approximately 1 % of dreissenids collected in 1991-92 were actually closely related quagga 
mussels, Dreissena m. (Marsden 1992; L. Ben Motten, State University of New York 
College at Brockport, unpublished data). 
If zebra mussel counts from 1991-92 are disregarded and relative abundance of 
native taxa is considered alone (Figures 3b and 4b), it is evident that the evenness of 
numerically abundant taxa remained high and may have increased since 1983 at both 
cobble and artificial reef sites. Native taxa appearing to be of increased relative abundance 
at the cobble site in 1991-92 were the gastropods Amnicola limosa (11.4 % and < l % of 
native benthic macroinvertebrates coUected in 1991-92 and 1983, respectively; Figures 3b 
and 3c) and ~ heterostropha (6.6% and < 1 % ), and the oligochaetes Stylaria lacustris 
(3.8% and < 1 %), Potamothrix yejdovskyi (2.4% and < 1 %), Spirospenna km& (1.4% 
and < 1 % ) and unidentified tubificids (11. 7% and 3.1 % ). Gammarus fascjatus (32.5 % 
and 54.9%), the sphaeriacean bivalve Musculium partumeium (l.8% and 7.4%), 
turbellarians ( < 1 % and 2.2%), and the insect larvae Chironomus ( < 1 % and 2.5%) and 
Polycentropus ( < 1 % and 1.7%) comprised a smaller percentage of the cobble site native 
benthic macroinvertebrate community in 1991-92 than 1983. Relative abundance of the 
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gastropods Goniobasis livescens (14.8% and 11.2%) and Staenicola catascQpium (6.1 % 
and 10. l %) appeared similar in 1983 and 1991-92. Relative abundance estimates of 
native benthic macroinvertebrate taxa inhabiting the cobble site on each 1983 and 1991-92 
sampling elate are shown in Appendix 1. Monthly abundance estimates of native taxa 
comprising at least 5 % of the cobble site community composition on one or more sampling 
dates (1983 or 1991-92) are provided in Appendix 3. 
While relative abundance of Gammarus fasciatus at the artificial reef site remained 
greater than that of any other native taxon in 1991-92 (73.2%; Figure 4b), Amnicola 
limosa, (8.8% and < 1 %; Figures 4b and 4c, respectively) , turbellarians (1.4% and < 
1 %) and unidentified tubificids (1.5% and < 1 %) comprised a greater percentage of 
artificial reef native macroinvertebrate community composition in 1991-92 than 1983. 
Despite increased prominence of these taxa, the gastropods Gooiobasis livescens (6.9% and 
11 .8%), fhna heterostrwha (2.7% and 4.1 %), and Sta&nicola catasco.Pium (2.1 and 
2.9%) continued to be important constituents of the artificial reef site native community ten 
years after initial sampling of this site. Relative abundance estimates of native artificial 
reef site taxa are provided by sampling elate in Appendix 2. Monthly changes in 
abundance of native taxa comprising at least 5 % of the artificial reef site community 
composition on any 1983 or 1991-92 sampling elate are shown in Appendix 4. 
Chanees in Total Bentbic Macroinvertebrate Abundance 
Monthly abundance estimates of zebra mussels (1991-92) and native benthic 
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macroinvertebrates (1983 and 1991-92) are shown in Figures 5 (cobble site) and 6 
(artificial reef site) . Zebra mussel abundance estimates at the cobble site ranged from 
1,283 ± 743 {X ± 1.96( j,,)} (Lewis 1984) individuals/m1 on July 12, 1991, to 20,773 ± 
618 individuals/m1 on August 23, 1992. Despite the presence of zebra mussels in 
I 991-92, total abundance of native benthic macroinvertebrates at the cobble site was 
significantly greater (p < 0.05) on three of the four sampling dates in 1991-92 than in 
1983 (September, May and August). Abundance estimates in my first month of sampling 
(July 1991) were nearly significantly greater (p < 0.10) than 1983 estimates (the 
procedure I used to calculate p-values is given in Appendix 5). While no significant 
differences between abundance of zebra mussels and 1991-92 native macroinvertebrates 
were observed based on dome suction sampling (Figure 5), abundance estimates obtained 
by plot sampling suggested that zebra mussels were actually more abundant than all other 
macroinvertebrate taxa combined in 1991-92 (replicate sample and mean zebra mussel 
abundance and wet biomass estimates are provided in Appendices 6 and 7). 
Zebra mussel abundance estimates at the artificial reef site ranged from 9, 184 ± 
3,610 individuals/m1 on July 12, 1991 , to 55,508 ± 22,790 individuals/m1 , also obtained 
on July 12, 1991. Regardless of the sampling method used, zebra mussels were 
significantly more abundant (p < 0.05) at the artificial reef than native macroinvertebrates 
on all four 1991-92 sampling dates. Likewise, native macroinvertebrates as a group were 
significantly more abundant (p < 0.05) on all 1991-92 sampling dates, than on similar 
dates in 1983. 
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,Changes in Abundance of Individual Native Bentbic Macroinvertebrate Taxa 
Included with the list of native benthic macroinvertebrate taxa collected at cobble 
and artificial reef sites in 1983 and 1991-92 (Table 1), but noted separately, are taxa 
collected in 1983 on a date other than July 12, September 10, May 11 , or August 31 (-*), 
and taxa whose abundances were estimated in 1991-92 but not in 1983 (1) (Mr. Andrew P. 
Bader, New York City Department of Environmental Protection, personal communication). 
Excluding taxa collected in 1983 during a time of year not sampled in 1991-92 (n = 7 and 
n = 11 at cobble and artificial reef sites, respectively), or those whose abundances were 
not quantified in 1983 (n = 14 and n = 14), 35 taxa were collected at the cobble site in 
1983, and 44 in 1991-92. At the artificial reef site, 23 taxa were identified in 1983 and 39 
!n 1991-92. Four phyla and eight classes were found . In terms of taxonomic diversity , 
gastropods, oligochaetes and insects were particularly well represented at both artificial 
reef and cobble sites. 
Taxa collected at cobble or artificial reef sites in 1983 but not in 1991-92 included 
enchytraeid oligochaet.es, the sphaeriacean bivalve Musculium partumeium (absent at 
artificial reef site only), the gastropod Ferrissia rivularis, the isopod Caecidotea racoyjtµj, 
and the chironomids Cricotoj>us (absent at cobble site only), Endochironomus, 
Parachironomus, Micmpsectra and Paratanytarsus. Documented as present for the first 
time in 1991-92 were oligochaetes Lumbriculus yariqatus, Chaetoeaster limnaei, 
Pristinella osbomi, Nm pardaljs and Yejdoyskyella inteanedia; the hirudinean 
Desserobdella phalera, the uniooacean bivalve Lieumia IWllla, the gastropod Yalvata 
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wcarinata, the ephemeropteran Eurylophella and the chironomids Eukieferriella and 
folypedilum . 
Replicate sample counts of all native taxa collected in 1991-92 are provided by 
sampling date in Appendices 8 (cobble site) and 9 (artificial reef site). Mean abundance 
estimates of each taxon (1983 and 1991-92), and p-values derived from comparisons of 
each taxon 's abundance in 1983 and 1991-92, are given by date in Appendices 10 (cobble 
site) and 11 (artificial reef site). Mean abundance estimates of each taxon on all sampling 
dates are summarized in Appendices 12 (cobble site) and 13 (artificial reef site). 
Statistically significant differences in abundance (95% CI or 99% CI) between samples 
collected during the same months but different years are indicated in Appendices 10-13. 
Monthly abundance estimates of taxa significantly more abundant (p < 0.05) on 
two or more sampling dates in 1991-92 than in 1983 are given in Tables 2 (cobble site) and 
3 (artificial reef site). While populations of several taxa were significantly more abundant 
in 1991-92 than in 1983, no taxon exhibited a significant population decline on more than 
one sampling date at either cobble or artificial reef sites. At the cobble site, the tubificid 
Spirosperma ~ and the gastropods fua heterostrQpha, Yalvata tricarinata, and 
Amnicola limosa were more abundant on all four 1991-92 sampling dates than on similar 
sampling dates in 1983. The polychaete Manayunkia speciosa, unidentified tubificids, the 
gastropods Helisoma ancq>s, Stunicola catasco.Pium, Goniobasis livescens; the amphipod 
Gammarus fascjatus and the decapod Qrconectes pro.pinguis were more abundant at the 
cobble site on three 1991-92 sampling dates than they were almost ten years ago. At the 
artificial reef site, Amoicola limosa and Gammarus fascjatus exhibited significant 
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population increases, relative to 1983, on all four 1991-92 sampling dates. ~ 
he.terostropha, Goniobasis livescens and the trichopteran Polycenttopus were more 
numerous on two 1991-92 sampling dates than on similar dates in 1983. 
Community Similarity Comparisons and Chanees in Native Macroinvertebrate Diversity 
Degrees of similarity between native macroinvertebrate communities inhabiting the 
same sites during different years, or different sites during the same years, are shown by 
month in Figure 7 . Morisita's Index {Ml) values obtained from community composition 
comparisons are provided in Appendix 14. With the possible exception of cobble site 
communities in July 1983 and July 1991 (MI = 0.5), cobble site community composition 
in 1991-92 showed little change from 1983 (MI range= 0.7 - 0 .9). Increased populations 
of gastropods such as fbm heterostropha, Yalvata tricarinata, and Amnicola limosa 
(Table 2) contributed to the community change observed at the cobble site. The artificial 
reef site community changed even less than the cobble site community (MI range = 0 . 7 -
1.0). Notable change in artificial reef community composition was suggested only when 
data from May 1983 and 1992 were compared (MI = 0.7; Figure 7). Increased 
prominence of Amnicola limosa probably caused some of the community change that was 
observed at the artificial reef site between 1983 and 1991-92 (Table 3). 
Sarne year comparisons between cobble and artificial reef site communities 
suggested that communities at the two sites were less similar to each other in 1991-92 (Ml 
range = 0.4 - 0.8) than 1983 (MI range = 0.9 - 1.0; Figure 7). It appears that 
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increasingly diverse (fable 1) and large (fable 2) populations of oligochaetes at the cobble 
site are largely responsible for increased differences in cobble and artificial reef site 
community compositions. 
Monthly estimates of native species richness at cobble and artificial reef sites are 
shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively, and Appendix 15 . Species richness was greater at 
both sites (p < 0.05) throughout 1991-92 than in 1983. Cobble site species richness in 
1991-92 ranged from 26 taxa/0.82 m2 in September 1991 to 31 taxa/0.82 m2 in July 1991 
and August 1992 (Figure 8). In contrast, species richness at the cobble site in 1983 never 
exceeded 22 taxa/0.82 m2• A similar pattern was observed on the artificial reef. While 
diversity of taxa ranged from 18 taxa/0.656 m2 in July to 25 taxa/0.82 m2 in August 
1991-92, species richness never exceeded 15 taxa/0.82 m2 in 1983 (Figure 9). 
Simpson's Diversity also appeared to be higher (p < 0.01) at the cobble site in 
1991-92 than in 1983. While such increases in Simpson's Diversity were not observed at 
the artificial reef site, results indicated that equitability of native macroinvertebrate 
population sizes has not diminished since 1983 (Figure 11) despite recent establishment of 
z.ebra mussel populations at this site. Disproportionately high populations of Gammarus 
fascjatus at the artificial reef site in May 1992 (fable 3; Appendices 11 and 13) resulted in 
low Simpson's Diversity at that time, relative to other sampling dates. 
Discus.5ion 
My data suggest the :zebra mussel's short-term impact on native benthic 
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macroinvertebrate communities at cobble and artificial reef sites has been largely positive. 
Results and theories derived from other sturues may help explain mechanisms behind 
observed changes in macroinvertebrate abundance and ruversity between 1983 and 
1991-92. Factors possibly contributing to increased native benthic macroinvertebrate 
abundance and diversity will be discussed below. 
Transfer of Energy to Benthic Environments 
Zebra mussels may be facilitating transfer of nutrients to southwestern Lake 
Ontario's benthos by filter-feeding and subsequently depositing feces and pseudofeces 
(Wiktor 1963; Stanczykowk.sa et al . 1976; Reeders and Bij de Vaate 1990; Leach 1993). 
Many authors (Wiktor 1969; Izvekova and Lvova-Katchanova 1972; Smimova and 
Vinogradov 1990) have discussed the importance of zebra mussel feces and pseudofeces 
(partially digested material) in diets of detritivorous benthic macroinvertebrates. Laden 
with bacteria and the digestive enzyme acid phosphatase, pseudofeces not only has high 
nutritive value, but may be easily digested and assimilated by organisms consuming it 
(lzvekova and Lvova-Katchanova 1972). Among facultative or obligatory detritivores 
showing population increases at cobble or artificial reef sites were Spirospenna ~' 
other (unidentified) tubificids, ~ heterostropba, Valyata tricarinata, Gammarus 
fasciatus and Polycentropus (Harman and Berg 1971 ; Hynes 1974; Caspers 1980; Klemm 
1985). Griffiths (1993) suspected that deposition of organic material by zebra mussels 
caused recently documented population increases in Potamotbrix moldayiensis and 
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SQiroSj>erma ferox in Lake St. Clair, while Lewandowski (1976) concluded that 
oligochaete and chironomid densities in a Europe.an aquatic system were typically higher in 
environments having accumulations of mussel feces and pseudofeces than in waters Jacking 
z.ebra mussels. 
Direct Use of Zebra Mussels as a Food Source 
It is possible that some native macroinvertebrate taxa of cobble and artificial reef 
sites benefit by consuming or parasitizing zebra mussels. Orconectes limosus consumed 
large numbers of small zebra mussels under ideal water temperature conditions in Poland 
(Piesik 1974). Though not yet documented to consume zebra mussels, the species of 
crayfish I collected (Orconectes propinQuis) exhibited population increases at the cobble 
site in 1991-92 relative to 1983 (Table 2; Appendix 12). Beedham (1970) observed and 
described a parasitic or commensalate relationship between chironomid larvae 
<Metriocnemus) and zebra mussels, in which chironomids resided within and upon shells of 
living zebra mussels; possibly subsisting upon body secretions or pseudofeces agglutinated 
with enzyme-rich mucus. European-based zebra mussel populations have also been preyed 
upon by leeches (Lewandowski 1976; Smit et. al. 1990) and the oligochaete Chaetoeaster 
(Piesik 1983). It is interesting that Chaetoeaster limnaei , a commensalate of the snails 
Helisoma aoceps (Fernandez et al. 1991) and~ eyrina (Sankwathri and Holmes 1976), 
was not collected at Olcott until after zebra mussels became established. Is it possible that 
appearances of Chaetoeaster and other taxa, absent in 1983 but found in 1991-92, are 
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linked to the present-day occurrence of z.ebra mussels? Studies examining potential 
predator-prey or symbiotic relationships between z.ebra mussels and benthic 
macroinvertebrate taxa native to the Great Lakes could yield valuable information, and 
should be conducted in the near future. 
lJlcreased Substrate Complexity and Creation of New Microbabitats 
Enhanced substrate complexity may be most responsible for increased native 
macroinvertebrate abundance at cobble and artificial reef sites, as well as for trends 
suggesting increased species diversity. Mussel colonies provide new forms of physical 
structure on the lake bottom, and interstices between individual mussels offer shelter to 
other taxa (Dermott and Barton 1991). Even byssal threads are known to be utilized by 
many European benthic macroinvertebrate taxa for substrate and protection (Lewandowski 
1976). Dusoge (1966) and Wiktor (1969) observed abundance and biomass of European 
benthic macroinvertebrates to be greater among clumps of zebra mussels than in adjacent 
areas lacking mussels. Dermott and Barton (1991) and Griffiths (1993) hypothesized that 
structural shifts in benthic substrates following zebra mussel colonization of southwestern 
Lake Ontario (near the Niagara River) and Lake St. Clair contributed to recent increases in 
native benthic macroinvertebrate abundance and species richness in these areas. 
Hirudineans, gastropods, Gammarus, PolycentTQpus, and the chironomid Polypedilum 
were considered by these investigators to benefit from physical structure created by zebra 
mussels. These taxa, and closely related taxa, exhibited significant population increases in 
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1991-92 relative to 1983 at southwestern Lake Ontario cobble and artificial reef study sites, 
or were collected at one of these sites for the first time in 1991-92. 
Zebra mussels indirectly create habitat as well. Filter-feeding not only accelerates 
rates of nutrient transfer to benthic habitats, but also improves water clarity 
(Stanczyckowska 1984; Hebert et al. 1991). Growth of benthic algae may be promoted by 
increased light penetration to the benthos (Lowe et al . 1990) in combination with higher 
benthic nutrient levels than existed a few years ago. Strong relationships between abundant 
benthic algae and high Great Lakes populations of nematodes, naidid oligochaetes, 
hirudineans, gastropods (Amnicola, Goniobasis, Gyraulus, Helisoma, flw:a, Yalvata), 
Hydrachnidia, Gammarus, ephemeropterans and Chjrooomus have been observed in the 
past (Nicholson 1873 as cited in Cook and Johnson 1974; Cook and Johnson 1974; Barton 
and Hynes 1978). Although present, benthic algae did not appear to be especially 
abundant at cobble or artificial reef sites in 1991-92. Studies examining potential :zebra 
mussel induced changes in abundance of benthic algae in the Great Lakes are needed. 
Factors Possibly Contributine to Chanees in Diversity and Community Composition 
Population ecologists have long recogniz.ed the importance of biotic interactions (cf. 
Nicholson 1933 in Begon and Mortimer 1986) and structural heterogeneity (MacArthur 
1969) in detennining abundance and diversity of species within a community. The :zebra 
mussel is a prime example of an organism having the ability to induce changes in 
biological communities. Zebra mussels appear to benefit macroinvertebrates of artificial 
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reef and cobble sites in southwestern Lake Ontario, although communities at each of these 
two sites have been affected differently. Cobble site substrate heterogeneity is greater than 
at the artificial reef, providing a probable explanation for the greater species richness 
observed at the cobble site (Cook and Johnson 1974). Silty and sandy areas, lacking on the 
reef, are especially favorable habitats for burrowing oligochaetes (Brinkhurst et al . 1968). 
Populations of soft substrate organisms have increased greatly at the cobble site, causing 
some change in the native macroinvertebrate community composition and increasing 
dissimilarities between cobble and reef faunal assemblages. 
Factors Possibly Contributine to Declines of Some Native Beothic Macroinyertebrate Iaxa 
If zebra mussels have accelerated energy transfer to the benthos, and have improved 
habitat for so many taxa, why have some taxa apparently declined (not significantly) in 
abundance at cobble and artificial reef sites? Potential causes for declines include: (1) 
zebra mussels functioning as exploitive or interference competitors with other taxa (Hebert 
et al. 1991), and (2) changes in trophic status of the Lake Ontario ecosystem by mussel 
biofiltration. 
(1) While zebra mussel filter-feeding may benefit many benthic organisms, there is 
concern that zebra mussel induced reductions in suspended food particle concentrations is 
threatening unionid bivalves dependent upon this food source (Hebert et al. 1991). Zebra 
mussels are known to be impacting North American species of unionids by settling on their 
shells and inhibiting their ability to feed, I'Cij>irc, and reproduce (Hebert et al. 1989; 
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Hebert et al. 1991; Mackie 1991 ; Masteller and Schloesser 1991 ; Schloesser and Kovalak 
1991 ; Gillis and Mackie 1992; Hunter and Bailey 1992). Crayfish have also been found 
covered with :zebra mussels (Sebestyen 1938), whose byssal fibers can pierce the animals' 
protective exoskeletons (Lamanova 1971). Sphaeriid bivalves (Dermott and Barton 1991), 
the gastropod Goniobasis livescens (personal observation), and other mollusks are also 
coloniz.ed. Fortunately, crayfish discard mussels upon molting, and most other 
non-unionid tax.a are too small and short-lived to become heavily colonimd. 
It is unfortunate that the dome suction sampler was unable to collect large unionids, 
thus restricting my ability to measure impacts upon them. However, both large and small 
unionid individuals were observed at the cobble site in 1991-92, and few :zebra mussels 
were attached to them. Unionids collected by hand from sand and silt regions of the 
cobble site included Elljptio complanata, Lampsilis radiata and Li2umia nasuta. Long-term 
effects of :zebra mussels on populations of southwestern Lake Ontario crayfish and unionid 
tax.a should be studied in the future. 
(2) Just as increased transfer of nutrients to benthic environments appear to have 
benefitted most native cobble and artificial reef tax.a, it is possible that trophic requirements 
of some tax.a recovered in 1983, but not in 1991-92, may no longer be met (Griffiths 
1993). Since tax.a exhibiting population declines (tax.a sampled in 1983 but not in 1991-92) 
tolerate a diverse array.of trophic conditions (Bode 1990), exclusion of native tax.a by 
i.ebra mussel effects on water quality or trophic state was not evident. 
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Qther Factors Possibly Contrjbutine to Chanees in Macroinyertebrate Abundance 
It is likely that factors independent of zebra mussel activities have influenced 
cobble and artificial reef site native benthic macroinvertebrate populations during the past 
ten years. Anthropogenic effects on water quality (Cook and Johnson 1974; Sly 1991), 
thermal regimes (Barton 1986) and habitat change (Haynes and Makarewicz 1982; Riclclefs 
1983) are just a few of the environmental parameters known to impact macroinvertebrate 
populations. 
Phosphorus abatement programs have facilitated declines in total phosphorus 
concentrations throughout Lake Ontario since the mid-1970s (Barton 1986, Stevens and 
Neilson 1987). These declines continued between 1983 and 1991-92; from 11-12 µgP/L in 
March, 1983 to 9.5-10.5 µgP/L in March, 1990 (Hugh H.F. Dobson, 1990, Canadian 
Center for Inland Waters, unpublished data; Great Lakes Fishery Commission 1992). 
Assessing the effects that phosphorus abatement has had and will continue to have on 
benthic macroinvertebrate populations is problematic. According to Johnson and MacNeil 
(1986 in Sly 1991), declines in abundance of some oligochaete, sphaeriid bivalve and 
isopod taxa were observed in the Bay of Quinte following reductions in phosphorous 
loading to Lake Ontario and prior to establishment of zebra mussel populations within the 
lake. Perhaps disappearance of Caecidotea racoyitµi from the cobble site by 1991-92 was 
related to this phenomenon. Barton (1986) observed declines in total benthic 
rnacroinvertebrate abundance in areas undergoing·rapid deeutrophication, though other taxa 
likely benefitted as benthic macroinvertebrate species diversity is typically lower in highly 
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enriched environments than in more oligotrophic waters (Barton and Hynes 1978; Barton 
1986). Increases in water clarity resulting from phosphorus reductions may facilitate 
temperature increases in bent.hie environments by allowing light to reach greater depths. 
Consequently. primary production in bent.hie environments may actually increase under 
such conditions (Mazumder 1990 in Sly 1991). When one considers this factor in 
combination with previously discussed favorable effects of zebra mussels on bent.hie fauna 
(especially nutrient transfer, increase in water clarity via filter-feeding), positive changes in 
cobble and artificial reef site macroinvertebrate abundance and diversity between 1983 and 
1991-92 are understandable. Since both zebra mussels and reduced nutrient loadings are 
suspected of having profound influences on the Lake Ontario ecosystem, determining the 
extent in which cobble and artificial reef taxa have truly been affected by zebra mussels is 
not possible at this time. 
Reduced discharge of many contaminants into Lake Ontario in recent years may 
have allowed for population resurgences of pollution sensitive taxa (Sly 1991). Though 
cobble and artificial reef site populations of chironomids changed little between 1983 and 
1991-92, studies by Warwick (1985), Warwick et al . (1987) and Dickman et al. (1992) 
have shown populations of chironomid larvae to be particularly sensitive to toxic 
compounds. Information regarding sensitivity of other cobble and reef site taxa to specific 
toxic compounds is lacking (Sly 1991). 
Though seasonal water temperatures in the vicinity of cobble and artificial reef sites 
appeared similar throughout 1983 and 1991-92 studies (Bader 1985; Gerry Morgan, New 
York State Electric and Gas Corporation, unpublished data), frequent seiching is known to 
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occur in the study area (Dr. James M. Haynes, Department of Biological Sciences, State 
university of New York, personal communication). Many macroinvertebrate taxa, 
including ephemeropterans and decapods, are sensitive to rapid water temperature changes 
(Emery 1970). Samples collected following an upwelling event could therefore be 
expected to exhibit reduced abundance of some taxa than would nonnally be the case. 
Dissolved oxygen is one environmental parameter that can probably be excluded 
from consideration in terms of effects on macroinvertebrate population changes. Sly 
(1991) reports that dissolved oxygen concentrations remain high in nearshore regions of 
Lake Ontario throughout the year. 
Since the artificial reef was only a year old when its macroinvertebrate fauna was 
first sampled in 1983 (Bader 1985), many taxa may not have had sufficient opportunity to 
coloniz.e this site and attain their maximum population densities by that time. It is also 
conceivable that natural processes of primary succession (Ricklefs 1983) have altered 
physical characteristics of the artificial reef, making the structure more or less favorable 
over time for certain taxa. Despite these possibilities, community changes at the long 
established cobble site appeared more extensive than at the artificial reef, suggesting that 
age of study site cannot explain all changes measured in my study. 
Finally, most benthic macroinvertebrate populations fluctuate considerably 
throughout the year (Tables 2-3; Appendices 3-4, 10-13), suggesting that taxa infrequently 
encountered in 1983 but absent in 1991-92 (enchytraeid oligochaetes, Ferrissia rivularis 
Caecidotea racoyitzai, Qecetis, Endochironomus, Parachironomus, Micropsectra and 
Paratanytarsus) may have been collected had we sampled on different dates. Absence of 
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the mud-loving Muscu1ium partumeium at the artificial reef site in 1991-92 may be 
attributed to the predominance of hard substrate on this structure (Clarke 1981), and the 
resulting difficulty of this species maintaining viable populations at this site. Since several 
taxa (Caecidotea, Chjronomus, Cricotopus) showing possible declines in my study (fable 1 
and Appendices 10-13) have coexisted with zebra mussels in other instances (Wolnomiejski 
and Gizinski 1976; Dermott and Barton 1991), further studies are needed to determine 
which of the observed population declines are attributable to zebra mussels and not other 
factors. 
Assessments of Zebra Mussel Impacts on other Great Lakes Qreanisms 
It seems pertinent to apply results from my study and others to analyze potential 
effects of zebra mussels on other Great Lakes organisms. Reduction of phytoplankton 
biomass (Leach 1993) may adversely affect populations of woplankton and fishes (e.g. , 
yellow perch) dependent upon this food resource (Graham et al. 1991). Although the tiny 
zebra mussel larva is probably of little food value to most vertebrates (Dr. Joseph C. 
Makarewicz, Department of Biological Sciences, State University of New York College at 
Brockport, personal communication), a few scientists (Wiktor 1958; Zhdanova and 
Gusynkaya 1986) have speculated that some planktivorous fish species might survive by 
consuming veligers as woplankton substitutes. In contrast to veligers, adult zebra mussels 
have high caloric contents (Birger and Malyarevskaya 1977 and Walz 1979 in Mackie et al. 
1989). Fish species inhabiting southwestern Lake Ontario and known to feed on adult 
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zebra mussels include freshwater drum (French and Bur 1993), whose populations may be 
increasing (Dr. James M. Haynes, Department of Biological Sciences, State University of 
New York College at Brockport, personal communication), and carp (Botnauric et al . 1964 
in Stanczykowska 1977). Based on European studies (DeNie 1982), the American eel may 
also prey on zebra mussels. 
Change in physical structure of spawning beds may curtail reproductive success in 
some fish species. However, Fitzsimons et al. (1991), Nepszy (1992), and Leach (1993) 
have observed no ill effects of zebra mussel colonization on walleye reproduction in Lake 
Erie. It is possible that increased densities of aquatic macrophytes in Lake Ontario 
wetlands likely resulting from water clarification by zebra mussels will increase available 
spawning and nursery habitat for certain fish species (McNabb et al . 1991). 
Shifts in abundance of fish species will undoubtedly affect benthic 
macroinvertebrate community assemblages. Christie et al . (1987) observed population 
increases in the deepwater amphipod Pontoporeia following declines in Lake Ontario slimy 
sculpin (Cottus co~natus) populations brought about by intense salmonid predation. Zebra 
mussel induced changes in populations of fish species may have contributed to 
macroinvertebrate population changes observed in 1991-92 relative to 1983, though further 
investigations regarding recent fish population changes are needed. 
A variety of waterfowl are known to consume zebra mussels. Of these, species 
congregating along the south shore of Lake Ontario include mallards, goldeneyes, common 
and red-breasted mergansers, herring gulls, and gadwalls (numerous authors cited in 
Stanczykowska 1977). Some waterfowl populations in parts of Europe have increased 
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substantially following zebra mussel invasion of previously uncolonized systems (numerous 
authors in Stanczykowska 1977). Zebra mussel effects on Lake Ontario waterfowl 
populations are presently unknown and merit study. 
Summary 
By 1991-92, the zebra mussel was the numerically dominant benthic 
macroinvertebrate taxon at southwestern Lake Ontario cobble and artificial reef sites. 
Nevertheless, overall abundance of native benthic macroinvertebrates was greater in both 
habitats following establishment of zebra mussel populations than in 1983 before the zebra 
mussel invasion. Native macroinvertebrate species richness was also higher at cobble and 
artificial reef sites in 1991-92, than in 1983. 
By occurring in large clumps and filter-feeding intensively, zebra mussels may 
benefit other macroinvertebrate taxa by increasing the complexity of substrate available to 
those taxa and by increasing the flow of energy to benthic environments. This study failed 
to provide evidence that zebra mussels have induced population declines in any taxon found 
at either cobble or artificial reef sites in 1983. Though factors independent of zebra mussel 
activities likely contributed to these community changes, my data suggest that zebra 
mussels may not have the disastrous effects on Great Lakes ecosystems predicted only a 
few years ago. 
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Vt}'iovslryt lla 111Jt hftt ti10 
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P vc.v-1 oihnx m ~ov; tnS rs 
P()(am crhr:x vt}'iovslcyr 
~"C>lp'""a form. 


































AMmcolc l 111fosc 


















1991·92 nmpiina cl.tu ('7/12J91, 9fll/91, .S/1$192, 8/.20/9l-812.3/92). 
(+) cokctcd 111 ipecikd aiu UiQa yar md slmplina dllu iodic.iccl 
(-) - cokctcd Ill tp<c:l6cd tile UiQa yes 111d sllllpiac ~ indiclllcd. 
( ·• ) colc~d iD 1983 .r 'l"ciicd ticc, but oa a clmc oCba- dum Cbo.c lilted above. 
(?) if colcctcd ill 1983, - Hlcati.6cd 111d abunclmcu not qumli.ficrl (Becla-, pcnoo.I c-..aiclllioo). 
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•nt11c111 reer 5"• 



















































Euk1tfa rn tll a 
Ht1tr« nssoclad1w 
Orthoclad1w 


















































1991·92 umplioc clau (711V91 , 9121"91. S/1$'92, 8/l0!'9'l~J92). 
(+) colcctcd • ~Qficd *~yew and~ cMt•• incliutccl. 
(·) DOC colcekd • spcci6c<l site~ yew md smiplins claal« iN.cttccl. 
(·°) eolccud in 1983 • ipCci6cd site. but on a .i.tc oCbc:r tbm those listed above. 
(f) if colecttd in 1983, DOC Hltaii6ed and abund.ncu DOI ~<l (BMc:r. penoa.I cocmnunic.iion). 
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T.wt2. Abundlllce btimalC'I of Sdc(tcd NlliYe Cobble Site 8cnd9c Macroinvcrtebntt T l.XI (lllCklclcd •t tu. lignificllllly IDOl'C ltMDdmt oo two°' mo« l991-92 smipliQg dl&es. rdlilive to 
amilar l llmpiklg dlltt from dw M1DC monlb in 19'3). 
m .. n 11 individull$/squw• meter (stan<Wd error in parentheses) 




Manay1mlaa spP!' tvsa 0.0 IJ.4 (8.2) • 0.0 31.7 (11.2) .. 0.0 3. 7 (l.3) 0.0 7.3 (4.o)• 
Oligochada 
Tubifiddat 
.'Jp1ro:permo ferOJ. 0.0 22.0 (14.J) • 1.2 (1.2) 12.2 (4.6)• 0.0 76.8 (30. 7) .. 0.0 68.J (20.9)•• 





Hrlrsomo oncep:r 0.0 1.2 (I.I ) 0.0 6.1 <3.o)• 0.0 8 . .S (4.1) • 0.0 S9.8 (9.7)•• 
Pby•idu 
Physo heterostropha 0.0 ~.l (2.S. l} .. 7.2 (4.4) 152.4 (18.9) .. 2.4 (l.S) 2.S.6 (9.2)• 8.4 (1.S) 64.S. l (36.8) .. 
t.ymnac:idat 
Stagmcola caUJsCCJ/ 1wn 219.3 (48.3) 49.S. l (I SS.8) 20.S (6.2) 1.59.8 (29.s)•• 0.0 8 . .S(S. t)• 6.0 (J.3) ISO.O (lS.4)00 
Pro1obranchi1 
Valvatidat C""'I 
Valvata tncarmata o.o 4.9 (2.0)• 0.0 68.3 (21.0) ... 0.0 14.6 (S.l)"• o.o U6(9.7) .. -:t 
Plcurocelidlt 
Gomoba.n:r /1vtseens 102.4 (IJ .7) 148.8 (49.7) 104.8 (21.9) 1180.S (200.8) .. J9.8 (16.9) 3S7.3 (34.4)• • 2.S.3 (10. S) 276.8 (J0.4)•. 
Rydrobiidae 





GammanLr fasc1a11u 6.S7.8 (66.8) 33.S.4 (73.9) 232 . .S (72.0) 1669 . .5 (2SJ.T) .. 84.3 (29.6) 218.3 (32.S)• 3.57.8 (66.6) Z09S.l (134.2) .. 
Dec1pod1 
Cambaridlt 
Orconecte.r prop111qu1:r 3.6 (l.S) 57.3 (l .S.7) • 0.0 17.1 (3.2) .. 2.4 (1 . .5) 9.8 (3.3) 1.2 (1 .2) 32.9 (6.8)•• 
101111 II .59.0 (106.8) 2390.l (S07.6) 47 S.9 (84.S) 4.59.S.l (74.S.2) .. 261.4 (90.9) 131.S.8 (169 . .S)• S31.3 (64.2) 4970.7 (924.3) .. 
' s '8Jlificantly more 1bw1d1111 (9.S~.Cl)in1991-92, than 0111 dlte from the nme month io 1983. 
·· ~ig!lilicantly more 1bw1dlnl {99411> Cl) in 1991·92, than on 1 dale from the same monlh in 1983. 
T .wt l . Abundaiu fslimates of Sdcded Nllivc Al1ificill Red Sik Bmlhic M1cr0t0vcrnbnlc Tan (mckldtd we WCI sigllificllltly more IOOndtnt on two °' more 1991-92 sllllpliQg dates. 
rdalivt to lin'lllr s wnplmg dlles from 1ht umt molllb in 1983). 
mean I individuals/square meter (standard error in parenlheses) 





l'hysa h fltrvsffOpha 1.2 (1.2) 108.l (33.2) .. 60.2 (27.5) 112.2 (12..S) 2.4 (2.4) 19.S (7.2)* 91.6 (12.S) 61.0 (20.0) 
Pro•obnncbia 
Plcurocendu 
Orm1obOJ'tS /1vesce1is 162.6 (27.8) 96.0 (19.3) 179.S (6S.3) 461.0 (133.0)* 19.3 (12.3) 74.4 (23.0)* 83. l (22.2) 141.5 (16.8) 
llydrobiidac 









Po/ycentropus o.o 21.3 (S. 1)•• 2.4 (2.4) 8S.4 (18.2)U 0.0 1.2 (1.1) 0.0 4.9 (3.2) 
total 878.3 (194.4) 2S10.7 (326.7)• 1866.3 (S17.4) ~267 .l (S22.8)' 126.S (41.2) 1373.2 (306.9)•• 881.9 (lSO.S) 211S.8 (319.4)• 
•a~cantly more abuodmll (9~ Cf) la 1991-92, thin on 1 dele from the nmc mOlllh in 1983. 
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Figure 2. 
Topographic Map of the Artificial Reef, Southwestern Lake Ontario, near 
Olcott, New York. 

















Relative Abundance of Benthic Macroinvertebrate Taxa at the Cobble Site, 
1983 and 1991-92. 
Figure 3a. 1991-92 (zebra mussels included). 
Figure 3b. 1991-92 (zebra mussels not included). 
Figure 3c. 1983. 
Tax.a whose populations comprised at least 1.0% of all macroinvertebrates recovered 
during a year's sampling are included. 
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Figure 3c. 
·~ calHCOp/um (1 0.1") 
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Figure 4. 
Relative Abundance of Benthic Macroinvertebrate Taxa at the Artificial Reef 
Site, 1983 and 199 1-92. 
Figure 4a. 1991-92 (zebra mussels included). 
Figure 4b. 1991-92 (zebra mussels not included). 
Figure 4c. 1983. 
Taxa whose populations comprised at least 1.0% of all macroinvertebrates recovered 









Monthly Abundance Estimates of Benthic Macroinvertebrates at the Cobble 
Site, 1983 and 1991-92. 















July September May August 
month 
- native taxa (83) - native taxa (91-92) ~ Dreissena (dome) l8EJ Orelssena (plot) 
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Figure 6. 
Monthly Abundance Estimates of Benthic Macroinvertebrates at the Artificial 
Reef Site, 1983 and 1991-92. 
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Figure 7. 
Morisita's Community Similarity, Derived From Monthly Comparisons of 
























July Se{Xember May August 
month 
ID cb(83)-cb(91 ·92) - cb(83)-rf(83) ~ cb(91 -92)·rf(91 -92) lWJ rf(83)-rf(91 -92) 
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Figure 8. 
Native Benthic Macroinvertebrate Species Richness at the Cobble Site, by 
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Figure 9. 
Native Benthic Macroinvertebrate Species Richness at the Artificial Reef Site, 
by Month, 1983 and 1991-92. 
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Figure 10. 
Simpson's Diversity of Native Benthic Macroinvertebrates at the Cobble Site, 
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Simpson's Diversity of Native Benthic Macro invertebrates at the Artificial Reef 
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Appendix 1. 
Relative Abundance Estimates of Native Benthic Macroinvertebrate 
Taxa at the Cobble Site, by Sampling Date, 1983 and 1991-92. 
Appendix la. July 12, 1983. 
Appendix lb. July 12, 1991. 
Appendix le. September 10, 1983. 
Appendix Id. September 21, 1991. 
Appendix le. May 11, 1983. 
Appendix If. May 15, 1992. 
Appendix lg. August 31, 1983. 
Appendix lh. August 23, 1992. 
Taxa comprising at least 1.0% of the total benthic macroinvertebrate population on 
a particular sampling date are included. 
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Appendix la. 
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Relative Abundance Estimates of Native Benthic Macroinvertebrate Taxa at 
the Artificial Reef Site, by Sampling Date, 1983 and 1991-92. 
Appendix 2a. July 12, 1983. 
Appendix 2b. July 12, 1991. 
Appendix 2c. September 10, 1983. 
Appendix 2d. September 21 , 1991. 
Appendix 2e. May 11, 1983. 
Appendix 2f. May 15, 1992. 
Appendix 2g. August 31, 1983. 
Appendix 2h. August 20, 1992. 
Taxa comprising at least 1.0% of the total benthic macroinvertebrate population on 
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Changes in Abundance of Selected Native Benthic Macroinvertebrate Taxa at 
the Cobble Site, by Month, 1983 and 1991-92. 
Appendix 3a. Stylaria lacustris. 
Appendix 3b. Potamothrix molc1aviensjs. 
Appendix 3c. Potamothrix vejdovskyi. 
Appendix 3d. Spiromerma ~. 
Appendix 3e. unidentified Tubificidae. 
Appendix 3f. Musculium partumeium. 
Appendix 3g. lliSi heterstropha. 
Appendix 3h. Staenicola catascopium. 
Appendix 3i. Goniobasis livescens. 
Appendix 3j. Amnicola limosa. 
Appendix 3k. Gammarus fasciatus. 
Appendix 31. Chironomus. 
Appendix 3m. Tanyta[Sus. 
Taxa whose populations comprised at least 5.0% of the total native 
macroinvertebrate population on one or more sampling dates are included. 
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Appendix 4. 
Changes in Abundance of Selected Native Benthic Macroinvertebrate Taxa at 
the Artificial Reef Site, by Month, 1983 and 1991-92. 
Appendix 4a. unidentified Tubificidae. 
Appendix 4b. f.bna heterostropha. 
Appendix 4c. S~nioola catascopium. 
Appendix 4d. Goniobasis livescens. 
Appendix 4e. Amnioola limosa. 
Appendix 4f. Gammarus fasciatus. 
Appendix 4g. Orthocladius. 
Appendix 4h. Psectrocladius. 
Appendix 4i. Tanytarsus. 
Taxa whose populations oomprise.d at least 5.0% of the total native 
macroinvertebrate population on one or more sampling dates a.re included. 
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Appendix 5. Sample Calculations: Logarithmic Conversions of Sample Means and 
Statistical Comparison of 1983 and 1991-92 Monthly Native Benthic 
Macroinvertebrate Abundance Estimates by T-test. 
According to Elliott (1971) and others, a T-test cannot be applied without risk of 
error unless several conditions are met: 1) the data must follow a normal distribution, 2) 
the variance of the sample must be independent of the mean, and 3) the components of the 
variance should be additive. Since my replicate sample macroinvertebrate counts were 
rarely distributed normally around a mean abundance estimate, and variance and mean 
values tended to illcrease together, these conditions were never fulfilled . By substituting 
each replicate sample count with a mathematical function that normalized the frequency 
distribution of replicate counts and eliminated dependence of variance on the mean, these 
conditions were met. 
Replicate sample counts from 1991-92 were transformed by using the formula 
log (X + 1), where X = # individuals/m2 in each replicate sample. Mean abundance and 
variance estimates from 1983 were also transformed. Since replicate sample counts from 
1983 were not available, normalized mean and variance estimates were derived through a 
series of backcalculations. Each taxon's 1991-92 abundance estimates were then compared 
statistically to 1983 abundance estimates from the same month. An example follows. 
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Appendix 5. (continued). 
Jo be compared: abundance of Turbellaria at the cobble site on July 12, 1983 (mean# 
individuals/m1 = X83) and July 12, 1991 (mean# individuals/m1 = X91). 
w nversion of X9 1 to U9 l = lnCX91 + 1) 
X91 data = (36.59, 79.27, 30.49, 0, 48.78); U91 data = (3.63, 4.39, 3.45, 0, 3.91) 
mean (U91) estimate = 3.07 
variance (U91) estimate = 1.57 
conversion of X83 to U83 
sample mean = X83 = 16. 87 
std. error of mean = 2.25 (5 data points) 
std. error of popn. = standard error of mean (2.25) x /5 = 5.03 
sample variance (X83) = (std. error of popn.)2 = (5 .03)1 = 25.3 
variance (U83) estimate = ln(variance(X83)+(X83+ 1)1 + 1) = ln(0.0793 + 1) = 0.0763 
mean (U83) estimate = ln(X83 + 1) - l/2(variance(U83) estimate) = ln(l7.87) - 0.03815 
= 2.84 
I -test formulas and calculations 
test statistic (T.S.) = U83 - U91 = 2.84 - 3.07 = -0.23 
variance (T.S .) = (variance (U83) estimate + N) + (variance (U91) estimate + N) = 
(0.076 + 5) + (1.57 + 5) = 0.329 
std. error (T.S.) = Jvariance(T.S.) = 0.574 
T = (T.S.) + (std. error(T.S.)) = -0.23 + 0.574 = -0.40 
deg. fr. = ((N -1) x (variance(U83) + variance (U91))2) + (variance(U83)2 + 
variance(U91)2 = (5-1 x (0.0763 + 1.57)2) + (0.07632 + 1.5?2) = 4.37 (round down to 
4) 
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Appendix 5. (continued). 
Q.Onclusion: T = -0.40 with 4 degrees of freedom (p-value > 0.50). Therefore, there was 
no statistically significant difference between abundance of Turbellaria at the cobble site in 
July 1983 and July 1991. 
sources: Elliott (1971) and Dr. James N. McNamara, Department of Mathematics, State 
University of New York, College at Brockport, personal communication, 1992. 
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Append ix 6. Sample and ~1ean Zebra ~1ussel Abundance Estimates at Cobble and Artlficial 









































cobble site (dome suction sampling) 
# individuals/square meter 
rep. 2 rep. 3 ~ rep. 5 
I 787.8 737.8 605.5 563 4 
9506. l 3333.5 2492 7 l 0654.9 
3124-0.2 2620.7 4610.4 5109.8 
3944.5 l 0325.0 7854.3 3967 I 
cobble site (plot sampling) 
# individuals/square meter 
rep. 2 rep. 3 mean st error 
5680.0 7054.0 5918.5 488 9 
15856. 8 ) 5942.2 14068.1 1495 s 
8488.6 8588.6 8452 0 74 5 
20157.3 21484.9 20772 6 3154 
mean 
1282 7 
562 1 3 
9 102.3 
6752.2 
artlflclal reef site (dome suction sampling) 
# individuals/square meter 
rep. 2 rep. 3 rep. 4 rep. 5 
10248.8 14431.1 4338.4 no data 
3511 1.0 34133.5 14186.6 44132.9 
8765.2 6881.1 590.2 2958 1.7 
18928.0 20129.9 10718.9 27533.5 
arttflclal reef site (plot sampling) 
# individuals/square meter 
~ ~ mean st. error 
27872.4 63360.5 55507.5 11627.4 
33682.2 26992.4 33952.6 3346.7 
22923.2 7463.2 19486.1 5056.3 

















AppE>ndix 7. Sample and ~lean Zebra Mussel Biomass Estimates at Cobble and Artllic1al 









































cobble site (dome suction sampling) 
grams/square meter 
rep 2 rep. 3 rep 4 rep 5 mean 
82 9 41.5 25 6 299 11 I 
7091 289.6 243 9 734 8 195 7 
1531.1 136.6 262 8 25.5 5 459 4 
346.3 1065.2 906 7 345. 1 677 8 
cobble site (plot sampling) 
grams/square meter 
rep. 2 rep. 3 ~ st. error 
5680.0 7054.0 4371.9 1660.9 
1335. l 1195.7 1093.3 144.3 
590.8 695.7 655.7 26.7 
2358.4 2127.0 2243.6 54.5 
artificial reef site (dome suction sampling) 
grams/square meter 
rep. 2 rep. 3 rep. 4 rep. 5 
656.1 1019.5 309.8 no data 
191 7. l 2232.3 990.2 2524.4 
547.0 498.2 39.6 2 189.0 
1961.0 2238.4 814.6 2136.6 
artificial reef site (plot sampling) 
grams/square meter 
rep. 2 ~ mean 
2174.0 4371.9 4 149.5 
3220.0 2127.0 3028.8 
2122.7 788. l 1943.4 






















Appendtx 81. Sao,·e Bcnlluc .\tacroin,·cncbrate ~ Estunc:tcs •the Cobble Sile:. bv Rc:phcaie 
Sample {July 1 ::. 1991) · 
# 1ndlvidualslsqua re meter 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Scmatoda 61 0.0 1:!2 00 0 0 
Pl~nclnunhcs 








Lwnbriculus wuiegaJus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
unidentified Lumbriculidae 109.8 109.8 0.0 12.2 12.2 
Haplotaxida 
Naididae 
Choetogaster IJ~i 30 . .S 12.2 61.0 8.S.4 12.2 
Prlsrine/Ja osbomi 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.(\ 
Nais colMUlllis 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
NaJ.s pardalis 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
Naissp. 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.2 v.O 
Srylarla /ocustri.s l.S8 . .S 1256. l 372.0 280.5 414.6 
Vejdovsfyt/Ja inJtnnedia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tubificidac 
Potamotlvb moldaviensis 18.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potamotlvb wjdovsk>f 18.3 0.0 6 1 0.0 0.0 
Spirospumajerox 6.1 8.s.4 6.1 12.2 0.0 
unidentified Tubifi c idac 3 17.1 134.2 24.4 24.4 12.2 




Duurol>MIJa pltaJera 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Piacicolidae 




Mu.scull um partumeium 231.7 l.S8 . .S 12.2 6.1 6.1 
Un.ionidae 
IJgumia nasula 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




OyraWu.s panw 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Helwma anups 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Physidac 
Plrysa Mttrostropha 158.5 73.2 18.3 24.4 6.1 
Lyrmaeidae 
Slagnicola catascopium 274.4 1134.2 140.2 567.1 359.8 
Protobnnchia 
Valvaidac 
ValwJJa lricariltQ/a 6.1 12.2 0.0 0.0 6.1 
Bit.hyni idac 
Bltlrynia ttnlaculala 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Plcuroccridac 
GonJobasls liw.scens 323.2 213.4 140.2 48.8 18.3 
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Apptndtx 8a. Native 8cnth1c ~1aCTOm\·cnebnlte Abundance Estun4<1C!' at the Cobble Site. ~· ReplicMe 
S~le (Juty 12. 1991 ) 
# 1ndlvtduals/square meter 
~ ~ mu ~ !:9'~ rcy 5 Prosobranchia (ContUlUcdl 
HyO"obi1dac 
Am11it:ola /imosa 512.2 4'.?0.-
Arthropoda 319 ·' 




Gammarus fasciatw ~2 7 475 6 
Decapoda 
195. I 359 8 103 7 
ClrTlbaridac 




Hygrobates 0.0 00 0.0 (l 0 00 
Lcbcniidac 
ubmia 0.0 0.0 00 00 00 
Pionidac 
Porelia 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 
Wettina 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




Bwy/Qphe/./a 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Hq>tagaliidac 
Slel'tCICron 73.2 0.0 6.1 6.1 0.0 
Ste none ma 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
unidcJtjficd Hcplagcniidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Trichopten 
Hyck'oplilidac 
Agnzyka 24.4 12.2 6.1 6.1 12.2 
Lq>toccridae 
Ceracka 6.1 6.1 18.3 61 18 3 
Potyccntropidac 
Polycentropur 18.3 18.3 24.4 6.1 6. 1 
Trichoptcra pupae 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Oipttta 
Chironomidac 
Procladiw 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1'ieinnemannimyia 6.1 0.0 0.0 12.2 0.0 
Cricotopur 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hulieferrle/./a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
Heterotrissocladiw 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Or1hocladiur 12.2 18.3 6.1 24.4 6.1 
Or1hocladiur-Crlcotopur 0.0 6.1 12.2 0.0 0.0 
Psectrocladiur 18.3 6.1 0.0 61.0 122 
Chironomus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
Paratmdipes 6.1 0.0 0.0 12.2 0.0 
Phoenopsectra 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Polypedilum 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Rheotanytar.rus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 
Tanytarsw 12.2 0.0 0 .0 12.2 6.1 
unidcntificd Chironomidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.2 0.0 
C1Uronomidac pup11e 6.1 122 0.0 0.0 6. 1 
total 3067.3 4305. l 1481.8 1988. l 1219.7 
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~ndlx Sb. Xa11ve Bcntluc ~lacromvcttebratc Abundance Estunate~ a1 the Cotibk Site. l'I) Rcphcare 
S~k !September JI. 199ll 
# 1ndlviduals/square meter 
~ ~ rep. 2 ~ i:ep.,_i rep. 5 Nematoda 0.0 6.1 00 00 6 I 
Platyhclrrunthcs 








Lu.mbrlculu.r variega1u.r 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 18.J 
unidentified Lumbriculidae 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Haplotaxida ,.. 
Naididac 
Chaetoga.srer limnaei 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Pristine/Ja osborni 6.1 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 
Nais commwus 0.0 00 "0 0.0 0.0 
Nms pardalis 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 18.J 
Nais sp. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Slyl.aria lactutris 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Vejdovslcyelia inurmedia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tubificidac 
Potamothrix mo/davien.sis 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
Potamothrlx vejdovskyi 67.J 6.1 6.1 0.0 372.0 
Spirospermaferox 12.2 12.2 6.1 0.0 30.5 
unidcrtificd Tubificidac 219.5 18.3 00 6.1 512.2 




Desserobdelia pltakra 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Piscicolidac 




M11Scu1Jum part1U11elum 30.5 0.0 36.6 36.6 170.7 
Unionidac 
Ugwnia naswa 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




GyraMillS parvu.r 12.2 0.0 6.1 18.3 18.3 
Helisoma ~ps 0.0 0.0 6.1 6.1 183 
Physidae 
Plrysa heterostropha 219.5 170.7 134.2 91.5 146.3 
Lymnacidac 
Stagnicola. cata.scopium 268.3 158.5 146.3 61.0 164.6 
Prosobranchia 
Valvalidae 
Valvata trlcariftata 122.0 42.7 30.5 18.3 128.0 
Bithyniidae 
Billrynia tentactdata 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Plcuroccridae 
Gonlobasis /Jves«ns 1420.7 1262.2 756.I 615.8 1847.6 
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Appendix Sb. Nauve Battuc Macromvcnctntc Abundance Estll113tcs at the Cobble Site. by Replicate 
Sam;>le tSeplcmber 21. 1991 l 
# 1ndl\/ldualslsQUare meter 
wcon 
Prosobranchia (conlltlJedJ !!JU.. ~ r.m2 ~ ~ 
Hy<tobiidae 
.~cola limosa 1396.3 707.3 
Artlropoda 




Gammanu fasdarws 2323.2 2378.0 
Decapoda 
11 70-; 1067.1 1408.5 
Cambaridae 




HygrobaJes 36.6 12.2 6.1 12.2 0.0 
Lcbcrtiidac 
Lebertia 12.2 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Pionidac 
Fonlla 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Wettina 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




B~Ua 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Heptageniidac 
Slenac:ron 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Slenonema 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 12.2 
unidcdificd Hcptagcniidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tri chop< era 
Hy<toptilidac 
Agrayka 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Leptoccridac 
Ceraclea 0.0 6.1 6.1 0.0 0.0 
Polyccntropidac 
Polycenlropus 6.1 42.7 0.0 18.3 12.2 
Trichoptcra pupae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Di pt era 
Chironomidac 
Prodadiu.s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TlteinnemmuUmyia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Crleo1opus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
EiJdeferrieUa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Heterotrissodadi11S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Or1hocladi11S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Or1hocladi11S..Cricotopus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PsectrocJadiws 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Cltlronomtt.r 0.0 6.1 6.1 0.0 12.2 
Para1endipes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Phaenopsectra 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Pol>f'U/il tun 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Rheotanytar.nu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tanytar.nu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
unidatified Olironomidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 
Olironomidac pupae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
total 6268.4 4914.6 2859.8 2524.5 6591.5 
' 
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J\Wndll 8<". ~auvc Be~c Macrolll\'Cftcbrate Abundance Estimates at the Cobble Sue. b' Replicate 
Safr4>k !\la~ I~. 19921 • 
# 1ndt111duals/square me1er 
Lax Oil ~ rep. 2 ruL1 mL._4 f.ffi2 
Ncmaloda 61 61 o 1 (\ 0 00 
Platyhelrnullhes 




Manaywn}aa speaosa 00 00 61 61 6.1 
Oligochact.a 
LurOOnculida 
Lumbricu I idae 
L11.mbricwlus variegatus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
unidentified Lumbriculidae 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.3 0.0 
Haplotaxida 
Naididac 
Chae1~aster limnaei 0.0 18.3 00 00 0.0 
Pristine/Ja osborni 0.0 0.0 00 00 0.0 
Nais oommunis 0.0 0.0 00 00 0.0 
Nais pardalls 18.3 36.6 12 2 IS J 24 4 
Nais sp. 0.0 0.0 00 00 0.0 
Stylarla '4cusrris 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Vejdovslcye/Ja lnJermedJa 0.0 6.1 12.2 00 0.0 
Tubificidac 
Polamolhrix moldaviensis 6.1 0.0 0.0 305 18.3 
Potamothrix vejdovskyi 85.4 0.0 0.0 201 2 347.6 
Spirosperma ferox 201 .2 97.6 24.4 12 2 48.8 
unidm.ified Tubificidac 122.0 42.7 79.3 85 4 S42.7 




~s~rolxk/Ja phakra 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 00 
Piscicolidac 




Mu.scwltum partuTMium 36.6 0.0 12.2 18.3 36.6 
Unionidac 
Ugumia nasuta 0.0 0.0 6.1 00 0.0 




Gyrwdu.s parvxs 12.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
He/J.wma anceps 0.0 12.2 0.0 24.4 6.1 
Physidac 
Plrysa heterostropha 24.4 0.0 30.5 12.2 61.0 
Lyrmacidae 
Slagnioola ca1asoopium 30.5 6.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Prosobranchia 
Valva1idac 
VaivaJa tricarinata 36.6 12.2 6.1 12.2 6.1 
Bithyniidac 
Billrynia tentacuiala 12.2 0.0 0.0 6.1 6.1 
Plcuroccridac 
GonJobasis live.scens 420.7 311 .0 280.5 298.8 475.6 
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Appendix Sc. ?-:aove Bcnth1c Macroinvcrtebrate Abundance Estunatcs at the Cobhlc Site. by Replicate 
S~le ~1ay 1 ~ . 1992) 
# indivie).Jals/sQUare meter 
~ ~ rsL1 r.m..1 cm.;! ~ Prosobrandua (c<rtinued) 
Hycrobiidac 





GammartLS ja.rdaJNS 268.3 134 .1 
Decapoda 
329.3 1~2 4 20i .3 
Carrbaridae 




Hygrobates 6.1 6.1 24.4 18 3 18.3 
Lcbcrtiidae 
Leberria 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Pionidae 
Fore/ia 0.0 0.0 0.0 6 1 0.0 
Wetlina 6.1 18.3 0.0 0.0 00 




E~/Ja 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Heptagcniidae 
Stenacron 6.1 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Stenonema 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
unidcmitied Hcptagcniidae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Trichoptcra 
Hycroptilidae 
Agrayka 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Lcptoceridae 
Ce rack a 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 
PolycCJtropidae 
Polycentropus 0.0 0 .0 6.1 0 .0 6.1 
Trichoptcra pupae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 
Diptcra 
alironomidae 
Procladlau 12.2 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tnelnnemannlmyia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 
Criootopus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 
Ellldeferrie/Ja 0.0 0.0 0.0 6 .1 0.0 
Heterotris.socladiNS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 
Orlltocladiau 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 0 .0 
Orlltocladiau-Crloolopus 12.2 0 .0 12.2 6.1 18.3 
Psectrodadiau 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Chironomiu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 
Paratendipes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 
Phaenopseell'a 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 12.2 
Polyped/lttm 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 
R.ite<>lanytar.nu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 
Tanytar.nu 146.3 103 .7 73 .2 67.1 42.7 
unidcrofied atironomidae 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 
Ollronomidae pupae 6.1 6 .1 12.2 6 . l 0.0 
total 1652.5 914.8 1128.2 11 58.7 1933.1 
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Ap~ndu 8d. };auvc B<:nhJc ~ucro1mcncbralc Abundance Esumatcs al ltic Cobble Sue. by Rcphca1c 
sin1>1c tAugi.ist :n. 199:?> 
# 1nd1V1duals/square meter 
LaxOO mu ~ mLl £gL.i rm:.2 ~oda 0.0 61 0.0 0.0 14.4 
Platyhclmirthes 
Turbe Ilaria 67.1 11.2 
Amehda 
18.3 00 48.8 
Polychacta 
Sabcllidac 




LwnbricwitLS variegattLS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
unidcnlified Lumbriculidae 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 134.2 
Haplotaxida 
Naididae 
Chai!toSa.ster limnaei 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 
Prlstinella osbomi 0.0 0.0 24 .4 0.0 0.0 
Nais oommMllis 0.0 M 0.0 0.0 0 .0 
Nais parda/.is 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Naissp. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 
Sty/aria laciutris 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.4 
Vejdovs~lla inJermedia 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 
Tubificidae 
Potamothrix moldavien.sis 6.1 0.0 0 .0 0.0 61.0 
P<>tamothrix vejdovslcyi 181.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 274.4 
Spirospermajerox 6.1 85.4 30.5 79.3 140.2 
unidcrtified Tubificidac 916.8 186.6 146.3 '79.3 4213.4 




DesserobdeJJa phakra 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Piscicolidac 




MNSaJ/11m partwneium 67.1 36.6 61.0 36.6 170.7 
Unionidae 
/JgumJa na.sllla 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




(}yrmJMS paTVIU 12.2 6.1 24.4 6.1 6.1 
He.Ii.soma anaps 24.4 91.5 61.0 67.1 54.9 
Physidae 
Physa heterostropha 731.7 676.8 719.5 514.4 573.2 
Lyrmaeidac 
Stagnicola carascopiwn 134.2 213.4 109.8 146.3 146.3 
Prosobranchia 
Valvalidae 
Valvata trlcarlnata 18.3 24.4 67. l 12.2 6.1 
Bithyniidae 
Blthynia tenJOCfl.iaJa 30.5 0.0 6 .1 0.0 0.0 
Pleuroceridac 
Goniobasis livesctn.s 323.2 152.4 256.1 317.I 335.4 
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Appendb 8d. Native Bcntlur ~1acromvenebrate Abundance Es11ma1es at th<: Ct'bbk Sue. by Rephra1e 
Saltl>lc lAugust :3. I 992) 
# tndtviduals/square meter 
~ ~ rm:..1 ~ ~ [SLl Prosobranclua (cord.irued) 
Hyctobiidae 





Gammarus fa.sdarus 1975.6 1920.7 1707.3 2329.3 2542.7 
Dccapoda 
Cambaridac 




Hygrobates 48.8 18.3 24.4 30 .5 6.1 
Lcbcrtiidae 
ubertia 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 
Pionidae 
Ponlia 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 
Wettina 0.0 0.0 00 00 0.0 




E~/Ja 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hcptagcniidae 
StentlO'"On 0.0 0.0 00 00 6 I 
Ste none ma 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
unidcrtified Hept.agcniidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Trichoptera 
Hy~optilidae 
Agrayka 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 
Leptoceridae 
Ce rack a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Polyce111ropidae 
Polyoentropws 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.2 6.1 
Trichoptera pupae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Diptcra 
Ollronornidac 
Prodadius 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Theinnemannimyia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.2 
Criootopiu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
B.Jdeferrie/Ja 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Heterotrlssocladius 24.4 18.3 6.1 12.2 0.0 
Orlltodadi us 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ortltod.adius..Criootopvs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Psectrodadi11s 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Chironomtu 79.3 30.5 24.4 42.7 42.7 
Paratendipes 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.2 0.0 
Phaenopsutra 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Polypedi/11m 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Rheotanytarsus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tanytarnu 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 12.2 
unidcrtified Chironornidac 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 12.2 
Olironomidae pupae 0.0 12.2 6.1 18.3 6.1 
total 4841.7 3737.9 3548.9 4055.1 9189.2 
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AppeOdll 9•. Naive Bcnhic Micro~ Abundance E&timllcs •the Mrlidal Reef Site. by RcpliCllc 
Sllfl'l>IC (July 12, 1 991) 
# indvldualslsquare meter 
tl)(Orl ~ ~ !!lLl !:9Ll !!:lLl 
Nanatoda 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dlt1 
Plltyhelmi.rlhcs 








Lumbrlculur Wlriegatus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dlta 
unidcn..ified Lurmriculidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 nod1t1 
Hlplotaxida 
Nlididac 
Cltaetogaster limnaei 12.2 61.0 36.6 6. 1 no dltl 
Prls1ine1Ja osbomi 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dlll 
Hals cOINfllUlis 12.2 6.1 0.0 0.0 no dlta 
Hals pardaJJ.s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dltl 
Nalssp. 6.1 18.3 6.1 0.0 nodltl 
Stylarla /acwtris 0.0 243.9 36.6 73.2 nodltl 
Yt~lla inJennedia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 nodlll 
Tubificidac 
P<>tamolhrU moldmieruis 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dltl 
PotamolltrU wjdqvsk'J' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 
Spirospermajtrox 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dltl 
unidcn..ified Tubificidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dltl 




Dusuobdtlla phaloa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dltl 
Pitcicolidlle 




MJUcuJJum panumeium 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 no dlll 
Unionidac 
Ugum/a namla 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 




Oyraulauparvus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 nodlll 
Helboma anceps 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 no dlll 
Phylidle 
nodlll Physa heterostropha 30 . .S 213.4 8.S.4 103.7 
Lyrmaeidac 
Slagnkola CalQSCQpium 67.1 304.9 134.1 19.S.l no dlll 
Proeobnnchi• 
Vmvllidle 
YaJWl/a trlcariltala 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 nodlll 
Bithyn.iidlle 
JJttlrynla tarl«:UJata 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 nodlll 
Pluirocaidle 
Gonlobasts Uwsuns l.S8 . .S 91.6 67.1 61.0 no dlll 
, 
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~9•. Nauve Bcnthic Macroinvtncbrate Abundance Estimates 11 !h< Antficial RccfS11c. I>)• Rq>hcatc 
S~le (Ju~ 12. 1991 ) 
• indlVldualslsquare meter 
~ 
Pros<>bc'1rldU I ( Corl.U"IJcd) 
!'.9!J ~ ~ !:m.:! mLl 
Hycrobiidac 





Gammarw fasciatw 1237.8 1030 .s 1798 8 ~792 7 no data 
~ 
Csnbsidac 




Hygrobatts 0.0 0.0 00 00 no dala 
Lc:bcrti i dac 
Lebert/a 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 no dala 
Pionidae 
Port Ii a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dala 
Wettina 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 




Burylophe/Ja 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 
H~idae 
Stenacron 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 data 
Ste none ma 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 
unidmilicd Hq>tageniidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 
Tricboptcra 
Hydroptilidae 
Agraylea 12.2 0.0 12.2 30 . .S no data 
Leploccridac 
Ce roe/ea 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 110 dllU 
Polyccrtropidac 
Po/ycentropur 6.l 30 . .5 30 . .5 18.3 no data 
Trichoptcra pupae 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 no data 
Diptcra 
Chironomidae 
Procladius 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 
The/nnemannimyla 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 
Crlcotopus 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 no data 
Buki<ferrielia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 
Heterotrlssocladiur 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 
OTthocladius 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 no data 
OTthocladiw-Crlcotopus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 
Psuf1'ociadius 0.0 12.2 0.0 0.0 nodlU 
ChilOnolfWS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dlll 
Paralendipu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dlll 
PltotnopuClra 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no dlll 
Polypedilwn o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 no cbu 
Rheolany/OTJUS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 nodala 
Tanytar.sw 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no daLa 
unidcftificd Chironomidae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 no data 
Oi.ironomidae pupae 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 nocbu 
total 1670.8 2.500.2 24 14.8 3500.1 nodala 
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~dtx9b. ~atn-c Bcnduc Macro1nvmdntt Abundaxc E..<tlm3lcs •the Anlfic11I Reef Sue. by Rcphcltc 
SaJll> le (September :? I . I 991 ) 
# 1ndl111duals/square meter 
tax on ~ ~ ~ ~ !!2-1 
Ncmaoda 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
Platyhclmirthcs 








LwnbrlcuJur variegaJu.s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
unidertifiod Lumbriculidae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Haplotaxida 
Naididae 
Chaetoga.s1er Jimnaei 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
Prtsrtnella o.sl>omi 0.0 0.0 o.o 6 1 0.0 
Nair comnwnis 12.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
Nais pardaJJs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 00 
Naissp. 6.1 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Stylaria lacu.stris 18.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Vtjdovskye/Ja inttnnedia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tubificidae 
Po«DnQl/viJc moldavitnsis 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potamothrix Yejdovskyi 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
~ITOSJHnnaferoA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OligodUICU cocoons 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




Dustrobdt/Ja phaltra 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 6.1 
Pi.ecicolidae 




MuscuJlum partumelum 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Unionidae 
Llgwnla na.rula 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 




OyraulJJ.SpartlMS 0.0 12.2 0.0 12.2 0.0 
Htli.soma anceps 0.0 6.1 6.1 12.2 6.1 
Phytidac 
Physa httero.stropha 128.0 8S.4 128.0 146.3 73.2 
Lyrmacid.c 
Stagnicola Cal<JSCQPium 12.2 18.3 18.3 42.7 12.2 
ProllObnnchia 
Va!Vllidae 
Vohala lrlcarlnala 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 0.0 
Bithyniidac 
Bltlryrrla ttfllacuJota 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Plcuro«ridac 
Gonlobasis Uwscens 329.3 311.0 286.6 1054.9 323.2 
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Ap~ndlx 9b. NIU\"C BcnUuc M1CT0111vcncbnilc Abundance E.stmmcs 11 lhc Ar1Lfmal Rrcf"Sttc.11' Replicate 
S1W11>lc (September 2 I. 1991) • 
# indMduals/square meter 
~ rgU £9Ll 
Prosobranclu a ( cort.iru cd) mLl 4 5 
Hycrobiidac 





Gammarw jasciarw 5146.3 3243.9 334 7 6 4573 2 3018 3 
Dccapoda 
Cmnbllidac 




Hygrobates 0.0 18.3 00 30.5 00 
Lebcrtiidac 
Lebert/a 0.0 6.1 00 0 0 0 0 
Pionidac 
Portlla 0.0 0.0 00 00 0 0 
WtltiM 0.0 0.0 00 00 00 




Bwylophtll.a 0.0 0.0 00 00 00 
Hq>tlgeniidac 
Stt1IOCl'On 12.2 0.0 6.1 00 0.0 
Sttnonema 6.1 6.1 12 2 12 2 12 2 
unidaitified Hcptagcniidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 6 1 00 
Tridiopten 
Hycroptilidac 
A.grayka 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 
Lcploccridac 
Ceracka 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 o.o 
Polyccntropidac 
PolycenJropw 73.2 36.6 9U 67. 1 158.5 
Trichoptcra pupae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Dipt.cra 
Chironomidac 
Procl.adiw 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Thdnnemannlmyia 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Crlcotopw 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Bulleferrlella 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Htttrotrlss«Jadiw 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
Or1hocladiw 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 00 
Orthocladius·Cricotopw 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Pstctrocladius 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ChironolffJ.lS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PamJtndi~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Pltaeno~ctra 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
P<>lypedib.un 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Rlteol~arnu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
T~ar.sw 0.0 0.0 o.o 00 0.0 
unidaitificd Chironomidac 0.0 0.0 00 00 0.0 
Chironomidac pupae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
total 6.SI2.2 4561.1 4500. l 6872.0 3957.4 
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Apptndlx 9c. Kat1vc Bcrduc Mac:roinvcncbntte Abundance Estunatcs • the Anific1al Reef Site.. b) Rcphcacc 
Sample r..tll) 15. 1 99~) 
# mdMduals/square meter 
~ rm:..l rep. ~ !:9?:.1 !SL:! mLl 
Nematoda 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 
Pl~ 








Lwnbricufus variegoJw 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 o.o 
unidertified Lumbriculidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Haplotaxida 
Naididac 
Chaet<>gaster Jimnaei 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 
Prl.sttnel.la osbomi 0.0 0.0 0 0 00 0.0 
Na1s communls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
Nal.s pardaJJs 0.0 0.0 00 61 0.0 
Naissp. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
Slylarla Jocwtrls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
J'ejd<mtyelJa. interml!dia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tubificidac 
PotamolhrU moldaviensis 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
POlamothrU wjdovskyi 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 
.S)7i~rmajero}{ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
unidertified Tubificidac 12.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




DuserobdelJa. phakra 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Piscicolidac 




MuscuJlwn partumelwn 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Unionidac 
lJgwnla nasula 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




Gyraubu panus 6.1 0.0 6. 1 0.0 0.0 
Hellsoma anceps 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Physidac 
Phy$a heterostropha 48.8 0.0 18.3 18.3 12.2 
Lyrmacidac 
Stagnicola calascopium 6.1 12.2 6.1 6.1 0.0 
Prosobrslchia 
Valvllidac 
Yahala trlcarinala .54.9 6.1 42.7 12.2 12.2 
S ilhyniidac 
JJithyrrJa tenlocuiala 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 
P\curocaidac 
Gonloba.rts llw.scens 1.58 . .5 36.6 109.8 24.4 42. 7 
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Appmdtx 9c. Nlll\"e Bcnluc Macrom\'crtcbnnc Abundance Estimates a lhc An1fmal RccfSnc. by Rcphcac 
SaT11le ~uy 1 ~ . 1 W~) 
# 1nd1Vlduals/square meter 
~ ~ ~ tm.:2 !!P.:..:!. ~ Prosobnnchia (cont.imcd) 
Hy~obiidac 
Amnkola limosa 219 . .S 18.3 
Arttropoda 




Gammarwfasciarus 197.S.6 670.7 384 2 1390 2 1262.2 
Dcc1'>0da 
Cmnbaridac 




Hygrobates 6.1 18.3 12.2 4 2 7 0.0 
Lebatiidac 
Lebmla - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o I 
Pionidac 
Pordla 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
Wettina 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




BUl'}'WplteUa 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 6.1 
Hcptagmiidac 
Sunacron 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Su none ma 0.0 6.1 0.0 12.2 0.0 
unidcrtificd Hcpllgcniidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Trichopcera 
Hydroptilidac 
Agraylea 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Lcptocaidae 
Ccntclca 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Polycenropldae 
Polycentropus 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Trichopt.era pupae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Dipt.era 
Chironomidae 
hocladius 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
nteinnemannimyia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Crlct>topus 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 
BuklefermUa 12.2 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
HeterotrissocladJus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Orthocladius 0.0 0.0 6.1 6.1 0.0 
Orthocladius-Cricotopus 0.0 12.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Psectrocladius 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Chironomus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Paratendipes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Phaenops«ll'a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Polypedilwn 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
RNol<Zn}tarsus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
T<Zn}tar.nu 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
unidcrtificd Chironomidlc 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
Chironomidac pup.c 6.1 0.0 0.0 6.1 12.2 
total 2.536.6 780 . .S 616.0 16.58.6 14 14.7 
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App~ndlx 9d. !"311\'t Bcnt!uc Marro1m-cncbrate Abundance Estunaics •the Art1lkial Rtd"'S11c. by RcphC'8le 
~le <August 20. 199:l 
• 1ndiV1duals/sqvare mete r 
~ !:9!...l ~ ~ !:9L_4 
' Sc:maLoda 0.0 61 00 0 (I 00 
Pia[)~ 








Lumbriculw vanegarw 0.0 0.0 00 00 00 
unidentified Lumbriculidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Haplotaxida 
Naididac 
Chaetogaster Jimnaei 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
PristiNlla osborni 0.0 o.o 00 00 00 
Nais communis 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 
Nais pardaJis 0.0 18.3 00 61 00 
Naissp. 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 
Stylaria lacustrls 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 
Vejdov.s~lla inltrmtdia 0.0 0.0 00 00 00 
Tubificidac 
Potamolhrix moldavitnsis 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 
PotamothrU wjdovskyi 0.0 0.0 12.2 0.0 0.0 
Spirospennajerox 6.1 0.0 6 1 00 0.0 
unidm.ificd Tubifid dac 6.1 164.6 670 7 00 00 




De.sserobdella phaiera 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.4 
Piscicolidac 




Muscu/Jum pa11umeium 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Unionidae 
Ligumia na.sula 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




()yraJ.du.s paFYW 6.1 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Helisama anup.s 6.1 30 . .S 00 00 0.0 
Phyaidac 
Ph)isa Mllro.strt>pha 79.3 30.5 36.6 18.3 140.2 
Lymlaeidac 
Stagnicola caJa.scopium 18.3 42.7 42.7 12.2 ,4.9 
Pros<>brwlchia 
Valvatidac 
ValW11a tricarinara 00 6.1 6.1 0.0 0.0 
Bithyniidac 
Bitlrynia ttnlaculata 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Plcuroccridac 
Gonioba.ris livesceru 103.7 128.0 189.0 103.7 182.9 
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Ap~ndtx 9d. l'all\'l: Ba Klnc M1crom\'l:rtdinlc Abundanc~ E.stunatcs at dic Art1ficeal RttfS11c. b\ Repltcar~ 
S1n11lc (:\ugust 20. 199~) · 
# individuals/square meter 
tax on 
Prosobnndli• l cortira.i cd) 
~ ~ mtl mL:! ~ 
Hydrobiidac 
.-tmnkola limosa ~4.4 l.S2.4 
. .\tthropoda 




Gammarus }Qs<i<llUS 878.0 2213.4 16768 1231.7 I <>22 0 
Decapoda 
C.ttlaridac 




Hygrobaru 54.9 73.2 18 3 6" I 366 
Lcbcrtiidac 
Le~rtia 0.0- 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Pionidac 
Pore Ii a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Wetlilta 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




EwykJpltelJa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Heptaacniidac 
Slmacron 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Slenonema 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
unidcrtificd HqJlagaliidac 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Trichoptcra 
Hydroptilidae 
Ag1'a)llea 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 
Lcpt.o<:c:ridac 
Cuacka 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Polyccmopidac 
Po/yctnll'()pU.S 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 18.3 
Trichoptcra pupae 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Dipt.cn 
Cbironomidac 
.Procladiu.s 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 
Thtinnemannimyia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 
Cricotopu.s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Eukiejerrlel/a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hetuolriss«ladiu.s 0.0 6.1 12.2 o.o 0.0 
Orthocladius 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Orthoclodius-Cricolopu.s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Psectrocladiu.s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Chil'()notrWS 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 6.1 
Paratendipes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Phaenopsectra 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 
Poly/Jedi/Jim 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 
RNOlanytarsus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tanytarsus 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 
unidc:rtificd Chironomidac 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Cbironomidae pupae 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 
total 1207.4 2957.3 2914.6 1524 . .S 2237.8 
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Appendb: 10•. Nltlvc aa.luc Macromvcnebn(e Abundance Estimalcs I( the Cobble Site. Willi T-stallstics from 
C~wisoos of Da.a Obtained 0unng the Sane M<dh, but a Diffa-cn yell" (July l l. 1983 and 
July l l. 1991). 
mean# 1nciVlduills/square mete< (std. errOf) T-statlsties 
~ 1983 lm:21 I de& frcic. p-valuc 
Nematoda 0.0 3.7 (2.2) 
-1.911 4 .0 < 0.20 
Pl atyhclrniJ'thes 
Turl>cllwia 16.9 (2.2) 39.0 (11.S) 








Lumbriculw varlega1w 0.0 0.0 
unidatificd Lumbriculidac 6.0 (4. 7) 48.8 (22.4) -2.040 7.7 < 0.10 
Haplotaxida 
f.ndiytneidae 0.0 0.0 
Naididae 
Chaetogarter limnael 0.0 40.2 (12.9) -8.745 4.0 < 0.001 •• 
PrlsfiMIJ.a osbomi 0.0 0.0 
Nais cowurwnJs 0.0 1.2 (1.1) -0.990 4.0 < 0.50 
Nais pardaJis 0.0 0.0 
Naissp. no data 2.4 (2.2) 
Slylaria lacwtris 0.0 496.3 (174.4) -16.216 4.0 <. 0.001 •• 
re~U.a ilflermedia 0.0 0.0 
Tubificidae 
PotamothTU 1't0ldt:Meruts 2.4 (2.4) 3.7 (3.3) 0.010 8.0 > 0.50 
POlamothTU w~ 2.4 ( U ) 4.9 (3.2) -0.161 7.4 > 0.50 
Splrospermajerox 0.0 22.0 (14.3) -4.100 4.0 < 0.02• 
unidatificd Tubificidac 22.9 (9.8) 102.4 (Sl.9) -1.790 7.2 < 0.20 




DusuobdeU.a phakra 0.0 0.0 
Pilcicolidac 




Muculium partumelwn 41.0 (6.7) 82.9 (42.3) 0.41S 4.6 > O.SO 
Unionidae 
Ugaonja nasuta nodM.a 1.2 (1.1) 
unidatificd Unionidae nodM.a 2.4 (1.3) 
Pulmomta 
Ancylidae 
Jlenissia rivulaTis 0.0 0.0 
Plmoctlidae 
~parvu.r 0.0 0.0 
BelJ.soMa anups 0.0 1.2 (1.1) -0.990 4.0 < O.SO 
Physidae 
Plr)Jsa heterostroplta 0.0 S6.l (2S.l ) -7 .. B7 4 .0 <0.002· · 
Abundlncc Clltin'lltel were not COft1>11'cd ttatisticalty if "no data" were obtained for that pmticul• taxon in 1983 . 
.. ianifica.ly morubundart (95% CI) in 1991 ·92. 
·~caJy more lbtmdn (99% CI) in 1991-92. 
••-,j8J1iiica.ly more lbundn (9S% CI) in 1983. 
•••~cn.ly more lbundn (99% CI) in 1983. 
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Appendix I Oa. Nau vr: &nhic Macrnmvcrtcbnte Abundance Estimates 11 <he Cobble Sue. witl1 T-~a11st1cs fi-on1 
C'01'1'1>arisons of Dau Oblaincd Owing the Same ~otth. but a DitTcrc:n Yttr lJuly I~ - 1983 Ind 
July l2. 1991). 
mean# indiVldualslsquare meter (std. error) T-statist1cs 




219.3 (48.3) 495.1 (155.8) 
-1.589 62 ... 0 20 
v alvat.idac 
JlalYClla tricarinara 0.0 4.9 (2.0) 
Bithyni idac 
-2. 790 4 0 ... oo:.· 
Bitlrynia unrocuJa/a 0.0 0.0 
Plcuroccridac 
Goniobaris live.scens 102.4 (13. 7) 148.8 (49.7) 0.007 4.6 > 0.50 
Hycrobiidac 





Caecidolta racovitzai 0.0 0.0 
~ipoda 
Garmmldae 
Gamma7us ja.sciatus 657.8 (66.8) 335.4 (73.9) 2.221 4.6 < 0.10 
Oeapoda 
Canbaridae 
Orr:onectes propinquis 3.6 (1.5) 57.3 (IS. 7) 




Hygrobales no data 0.0 
Lcbcrtiidae 
Ltbtrtia no data 0.0 
Pionidac 
Portlia no data 0.0 
Wtttina no data 0.0 




BwylopMIJa 0.0 0.0 
Heptagcniidae 
Slenacron 0.0 17.l (12.6) -2.914 4.0 < o.os• 
Stenonema 0.0 0.0 
unidcnificd Hepc.agaUidac no data 0.0 
Trichopun 
Hycroptitidac 
Agraylea 0.0 122 (3.0) -7.989 4.0 < 0.002 .. 
Lcptoccridae 
Ctracka 4.8 (3.0) I 1.0 (2.7) -1.983 7.5 < 0. 10 
Potycenropidac 
P<Hyce/flrQpus 4.8 (2.2) 14.6 (3.3) -2.420 8.0 < o.os• 
Trichopten pupae no data 1.2 ( I. I) 
Abundlnce Cllimltes wa-e not c001>arcd ltltiatically if"no data" wa-e obtained for tlmt psticul• taxon in 1983. 
•significnly more lbundln (95% CI) in 1991-92. 
• .,isnificn.ly more abundn (99% CI) in 1991-92. 
•••significn.ly more abundn (95% CI) in 1983. 
••••signi.ficn.ly more lbundn (99% CI) in 1983 . 
.. 
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.~ I 01. Native Bcrllhic Macromvcrtcbratc Abundalcc E.stimalcs 11 the Cobble Site. \1>1lh T-~1!:!1rs from 
C01T4>arisons of Dau Obtained During the Same !\1onth, but a D1ffCf'Oll Y C'8r tJul\' l : . l 983 •td 
July1 2. 1991 ) · 
mean# 1ndlvidualslsquare meter (std. error) 
~ 
Diptcn 
1983 1991·92 I 
Chironomidac 
1 2 ( 1.2) 0.0 0 780 
0.0 3. 7 (2.2) 
-1.9 11 
I 2 (1.2) 0.0 0.780 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
2.4 (2.4) 13.4 (3.2) 
·3.264 
no data 3.7 (2.2) 


























































1.2 (1.1) ·-0.990 
6.1 (2.4) -1.685 
2.4 (2.2) 
4.9(2.0) 
2390.2 (507.6) -t.966 
2412.4 (509.1) 








Abundllxe Cllimacs wen not COlll>S'Cd lllliltically if"no data" were ob<a.incd for thlt psticul• taxon in 1983. 
-.igrillicn.ty more lbundn (95% CI) in 1991 -92. 
• -.ipacn.ly more abundn (99% CI) in 1991-92. 
•••sigrillicn.ly more abundan (95% CI) in 1983. 







< 0 20 
c:: 0.10 
Appendix JOt>. Nauvc Bcnuuc Macroinvcncbratc Abundance Estimates at !he Cobble Sile with T·SWIStJC'S trom 
C001>arisons of Dau Obtained Dunng !he Same MOl"lh.. but a Dift'crm Y c~ lSeplcrrbcr I 0. 1983 
and Scptcirocr 21. 1991 ). 
mean# 1ncividJalslsquare meter (std. errot') T-statist1cs 
~ 1983 1991-92 I dc2. free . o-valuc Nanatoda 0.0 2.4 ll.3) ·I 789 4 0 < 0.20 
Plarybclmirthcs 






0.0 31.7 (11.2) .; 042 4 0 < o.oos· · 
Lumbricu Iida 
l.J.lrOOri culi dac 
Lturtbricv11LS Yariegat1LS 0.0 4.9 (3.2) · 1.971 4.0 < 0.20 
unidentified Lumbriculidac 3.6 (2.4) 1.2 (1.1) 1.229 8.0 < 0.50 
Haplotaxida 
Enchytraeidac 0.0 0.0 
Naididac 
Chaetogaster limnati 0.0 0.0 
PristiMJla osboml 0.0 l.2 (1.1) .o.990 4.0 < 0.50-
Nafa commtulis 0.0 0.0 
Nais pardaJis 0.0 3.7 (3.3) · 1.216 4 0 < o.so 
Nais sp. no data 0.0 
Stylaria '4ctutrls 0 .0 0.0 
VejduYS}cyella intermedia 0.0 0.0 
Tubificidac 
Potamothrlx mol.daYiensi$ 1.2 (1.2) 0.0 0.780 4.0 0.50 
Potamothrix Ye.Jdoyskyi 0.0 90.2 (63.9) 
-4.392 4.0 < 0.02· 
Spirospenna ferox 1.2 (l .2) 12.2 (4.6) 
·2.768 7.9 < o.os• 
unidcftified Tubificidac 13.2 (11.8) 151.2 (88.7) -1.618 7.7 < 0.20 




De.J#rolxklla plrakra 0.0 0.0 
Piscicolidac 




MusaJiwn partwne/um 36.1 (9.5) 54.9 (26.6) 0.480 5.3 > 0.50 
Unionidac 
ligwnia nastlla no data 1.2 (1.1) 
unidcftificd Unionidac; no data 0.0 
Pulmonata 
Ancytidac 
Ferrima mlllarls 0.0 0.0 
Planorl>idac 
(}yrmJIU paTYtU 0.0 11.0 (3.2) -4.444 4.0 < 0.02· 
He/Uoma anceps 0.0 6.1 (3.0) ·2.831 4.0 < o.os• 
Physidae 
Plrysa lteterosll'Oplta 7.2 (4.4) 152.4 (18.9) -6.870 6.3 < 0.001 ·· 
Abundance estimates were not c~d statistically if "Do data" were obtained for thl1 particular taxon in 1983. 
-SignifiClltJy more abundlJ't (95% CJ) in 1991-92 . 
.. signific:art.ly more abundart (990.41 CJ) in 1991 ·92. 
-significutJy more abundlJ't (95% CJ) in 1983. 
-significartJy more .00~ (990.41 CJ) in 1983. 
' 
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Appt'ndb !Ob. ~auvc Benttuc MalTOmvcncbratc Abundance Esomates at the Cobble S11c. w11h T·stat1S11cs trom 
Corrq:>ansons of Dau Oblamed Dunng I.he Same :\1orth. but 1 DlffO"Cfl y elf (September I 0. 1983 
and September 21. 1991 ) 
mean# individuals/square meter (std error) T · stallst1cs 
laXOO 1983 1991-92 I deg free p-valuc Pulmonala (COl't.U'IJCd) 
Lyrmacidac 
Slagnicola COJa.scopt tlm 
Prosobranchia 
20.5 (6.2) 159.8 (29.S) 




0.0 68.3 (21 .0) .10 2~9 
"' 0 .. 0 .001 • • 
Bithynia tenJacwlara 1.2 (1.2) 1.2 (I.I) 
Plcuroceridae 
·0.10:? 9.0 > 0 . .50 
Gonioba.ris livescens 
Hy<k'Obiidac 
104.8 (21.9) 1180.5 (200.8) 
·7.011 7.1 '0.001·· 
Amnicola Jimosa 3.6 (2.4) 943.9 (202.8) 





C~ddorea racovitud 0.0 - 0.0 
Arr¢ipoda 
Garrmaridae 
Gammanu jasdat1LS 232.5 (72.0) 1669.5 (253.7) 
·5.519 80 < 0 .001·· 
Dccapoda 
Cambaridae 




Hygrobales no data 13.4 (5.6) 
Lcbertiidae 
Ubertia no data 3.7 (2.2) 
Piooidae 
Porell a no data 0.0 
Wettina no data 0.0 




Ewyk>phella 0.0 0.0 
Hcptagcniidac 
Stenacron 6 .0 (3.3) l.2 (l.l) 2.133 8.0 < 0.10 
Slenonema 6 .0 (1 .9) 3.7 (2.2) 1.640 6.1 <0.20 
unidcrtified Hcptagcniidae no data 0 .0 
Trichoplcn 
Hycroptilidae 
A&nzyka 0.0 0.0 
Lcptoceridae 
Cerocka 4 .8 (3.5) 2.4 (l.3) 0 .721 8.0 <0.50 
Polyccttropidae 
PolyoenlrOptu 21.7 (7.0) 15.9 (6.6) 1.167 6.2 <0.50 
Trichoptcta pupae no data 0.0 
Abundance estimates were not c001>1Ted ~stically if "no data" were obtained for that particullf t.axoo in 1983. 
•signiftcartly more tbundart (95% Cl) in 1991 -92. 
- significvt.ly more abundazt (990.4 Cl) in 1991-92. 
-•significartly more abWldant (95% Cl) in 1983. 
···~ignificart.ly more abundart (990.4 Cl) in 1983 . 
' 
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Ap~ndu !Ob. Natl\'C BencJuc Mun>m,·atcbra.1c Abundance Estuna!cs aI the Cotiblc •11c. ",lh T-sta11st1cs trom 
COfl'1>31lSOOS of Data Obtamcd Dunng the Same Morth. but a D1ffcrall Y car (Scp1cinbcr 10. 1 Q83 


























mean # maV1dualslsquare meter (std error) 




0.0 0 .0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
no data 0.0 
0.0 0.0 










no data 1.2 0 .1) 
no data 0.0 
475.9 (84.5) 4595.1 (745.2) -5 950 
475.9 (84.5) 4631.8 (753.1 ) 





Abundance estimates were not COfT1>&rcd statistically if "no data" were oblaincd for thal particular woo m 1983 
•significlltly more abundart (95% CI) in 1991-92. 
• • signiticartly more a.bundart (990A. CI) in 1991-92. 
•••signiticartly more abundant (95% CI) in 1983. 
••••significantly more abundart (990/o CO in 1983. 
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... 0.05"' 
AppcndJx I Oc. Nat1\·e ~1fr MalTOinvcrtcl>ralc Abundance Estimates 11 Ilic Cobble S11c. w1th T -statistics tTom 
Co1T1>arisons of Data Obtained Dunng the Same Month. but a Different Y car (May 11. J 983 and 
May 1 ~. l 992) 
mean # 1rrlvidualslsquare meter (std error) T -statistics 
ILXOO 1983 1991 -92 I deg free p-valuc Ncmatoda 0.0 3. (1.3) 
-2.683 4 .0 .... 0 10 Pla.tyhclmir4hes 




Manaywikia ~doso 00 3.7 (l .3) 
Oligoc:hacta 
-2.683 4 0 .... 0 10 
Lumbrirulida 
Lumbriculidac 
Lwnbriadu.s Yariegmu.s 0.0 0.0 
unidcrtitied Luni>riculidac 0.0 3.7 (3.3) 
Haplotaxida 
· 1.216 4 .0 .... o . ~o 
Endtytracidac 1.2 (1 .2) 00 
Naididac 
0.7SO 4 .0 0 50 
Chaetogo.ster li~i 0 .0 3.7 (3 3) 
-1.216 4 .0 .... o ~o 
Pri.stine/Ja osboml 0.0 0.0 
Nais oomnumis 0.0 0.0 
Nais pardalis 0.0 22.0 (3. 7) -11.665 4.0 0 001·· 
Nais sp. no data 0.0 
Srylaria lacturris 0 .0 0.0 
Vejdqy slcyeJJa ifllennedia 
Tubificidac 
0.0 3.7 (2.2) -1.911 4.0 0 20 
Potamothrix moldavien.sis 14.S (7.8) 11 .0 (S.3) 0.977 7.4 .... 0.50 
Potamothrix Yejdqyslcyl 12.0 (12.0) 126.8 (59.4) -1.507 7.6 .... 0 .20 
Spiro~rmaferox 0 .0 76.8 (30.7) 
..S.938 4 .0 < 0 .001·· 
unidcttiticd Tubiticidac 20.5 (14.8) 174.4 (83.1) 
-3.561 7.8 




Des.ttrobde/Ja pltakra 0 .0 0.0 
Piscicolidae 




MtcsaJitun partwneium 4 5.8 (21 .6) 20.7 (6.4) 1.439 7.4 
Uniooidac 
lJglllnia na.nua no data L2(1.l) 
unidcrtificd Unionidac no data 0.0 
Pulmonata 
Ancylidac 
Perrissia riYiJaris 0.0 0.0 
Pluiorbidac 
G}mM/ILS parllll.S 4 .8 (4 .8) 2.4 (2.2) 0.702 7.8 
He.Ji.soma an«ps 0.0 8.5 (4. 1) -3.012 4.0 
Physidac 
Physa lteterostroplta 2.4 (1 .S) 25.6 (9.2) ·2.764 7.1 
Abundance estimates were not c001>arcd statistically if ''no c1ata• were obtained for that particular t.axoo in 1983. 
"'significaitly more abundart (95% CI) in 1991-92. 
-si~caitly more abundart (99''.4 CI) in 1991 -92. 
•-significartly more abundart (95% CI) in 1983. 







Appendix I Oc:. Naove Bcrlluc Macromvcnebnl.lc Abundance Estunatcs at the Cobble Site. \\1th T-statJsucs lrom 
COf11>a"SOOS of Data Obuuned Dunng the Same Morth. but a 01.fferent Year (Ma) 11 . 19 and May 15. 1992) 
mean # 1ndi111dualslsquare meter (std error) T ·st&llSllCS 
taXO!l 1983 1991·92 I deg ftee. p-va.luc Pulmonat.a (cort.irued) 
Lyimae1dae 
Slagnioola COla.scopitml 0.0 8.5 (5 I} 
·2 868 40 < 005• Prosobrandua 
Valvatidae 




2.4 (2.4) 4 .9 (2 0) 
. ) 026 so ., 0 50 
Goniobasis livtscens 
Hyctobiiclae 
39.8 (16.9) 357.3 (34.4) ~.05 1 6.4 0.001 •• 
Amniccla limosa 0.0 I 07 .3 (21.2) 





C~ddotta racovltzai 0.0 0 .0 
~poda 
Garrmaridae 
GammantS fasdatll.S 84.3 (29.6) 218.3 (32.5) 
·2 801 1 8 
Dccapoda 
Casmaridae 




HygrobaJes no data 14.6 (3.3) 
Lebc:rti i dae 
Ltbertia no data 0.0 
Pionidae 
Porell a no data 1.2 (1.1) 
Wettina no data 4.9 (3.2) 




Bwrylcphe/Ja 0.0 0.0 
ijcptagcniidac 
Stel'IQO'V)n 1.2 (1.2) 1.2 (1.1) -0.102 8 .0 
Slenonema 2.4 (1.5) 0.0 2.398 4.0 
unidertificd Hcptagcniidae no data 0.0 
Trichoplera 
Hy<roptilidae 
Agrayka 0.0 0.0 
Lcptoccridae 
CerrJL:ka 0.0 1.2 (1.1 ) ·0.990 4 .0 
Polyccmopidae 
PolycenJropiu 4.8 (3.5) 2.4 (1 .3) 0 .721 8.0 
Trichoplcra pupae no data 0.0 
Abundance estimates were not C0111>arcd statistically if "no data" were obtained for thal particular t.axon in 1983. 
«significlltly more abundart (95% CI) in 1991-92. 
••significlltly more abundart (990.4 CI) in 1991-92. 
• • •significlltly more abundart (95% CI) in 1983. 
·-•significantly more abundart (99% CI) in 1983. 
, 
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< o os· 
< 0.20 
> 0 .50 
< 0 .10 
< 0 .50 
< 0.50 
Appt"ndll IOc. Native Bailluc MacroUlVCftebraie Abundance Estimates aJ the CoN>k Silr. w11h T ·S1aJIS1IC'S trom 
Convarisoos of Data Obt.amcd Dunng the Same MO!th. but a D1tic:r~ y car (May 11 . I 9S3 and 
May I 5. I 992) 
~ 























Orthocladi us 7.2 (3.5) 





1.2 (I.I ) 
9.8 (2.8) 
0.0 
2.595 79 .... 0.05··· 
OrthockxJi ILS-CriootOptLS 
























































Abundance cstimalcs were 00( c001>VCd statistically if "no data" were obtained for that particular won in 1983. 
•significtrtJy more abundart (95% CI) in 1991-92. 
-significtrtly more abundart (990A. Cl) in 1991-92. 
-•significartJy more a.bundart (95% CI) in 1983. 
-••significart.ly more abundart (990.4 CI) in 1983. 
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< O.SO 
, 0001 .. 
.... 0.02· 
Appnldlx l<ld. Native ~ic MalTOUtvcttcbratc Abundance Estnnatcs 11 the Cobble Sue. with T-S1at1stics from 
C~sons of Dai a Obtained During the Same Morih. but a Dilfc:rm y car (Auetist 31 . 1983 and 
August 23. 1992). -
mean # lndviduals/square meter (std. error) T-statist1cs 
tax on 1983 ~ I deg. free. Ncma.toda 1.2 (1 .2) 6.1 (4.2) 
· 1.053 7.7 Platyhelminthes 
Tl.ltbc Ilaria 12.0 C5.7) 
Ame Iida 
29.3(11.1) .o 768 70 
Polychacta 
Sabcllidac 
Manayslnkia spuiosa 0.0 
Oligochacta 
7.3 (4.0) :2 .S~J 4 0 
Lumbricu Iida 
Lumbriculidac 
LumbricwilLf Yariegatu.s 0.0 0.0 




Enchytncidac 0.0 0.0 
Naididac 
Chae toga.st er Ii mNll!i 0.0 0.0 
hirtine/Ja osbomi 0.0 4.9 (4.4) 
-J .272 4.0 
Nais oommlU'lis 0.0 0.0 
Nais pardalis 0.0 0.0 
Nais sp. no data 0.0 
Stylarla /acwstris 0.0 4.9 (4.4) 
-1.272 4 0 
Vejdoukyt/Ja inurmedia 0.0 0.0 
Tubiticidac 
Potamotltrlx moldaYiensis 4.8 (2.2) 13.4 (10.7) 0.408 6.4 
Potamotlvix YejdoYslcyi 1.2 (1.2) 91.5 (51.7) -2.171 6.5 
Spirospmnaferox 0.0 68.3 (20.9) -8.348 4.0 
unidcrtiticd Tubificidac 19.3 (4.8) 1130.5 (702.4) -5.486 5.4 




Desserolxk/Ja plrakra 0.0 0.0 
Piscicolidac 




MILSC!diwn partwnei wn 57.8 (9.8) 74.4 (22.2) -0.378 5.8 
Unionidac 
Upmia na.nda no data 0.0 
unidcrtiticd Unionidac no data 0.0 
Pulmonala 
Ancylidac 
Perrissfa mtdaris 1.2 (1 .2) 0.0 0.780 4.0 
Planort>idac 
GyraM/ILf J'tlTYllS 6.0 (3.8) 11.0 (3.2) -1.590 7.4 
HeliS<Jma anceps 0.0 59.8 (9.7) -13.726 4.0 
Physidac 
Physa Mterostroplta 8.4 (1 .5) 645.1 (36.8) -19.1 01 8 .0 
Abundance estimates wac not c~ statistically if "no data• were obtained for that particular taxon in 1983. 
•si8nificartJy more abundart (95% CI) in 1991-92. 
-Signiticart.ly more abundart (990/0 CJ) in 1991-92. 
•-significart.ly more abundart (95% CJ) in 1983. 



















Ap~ndll: Hid. ~at1\C Bcntlm: .\facrornvcncbratc Abundance Est1rtllllcs at the Cobble S11c. \\11h T-stat1S11 l-s troo1 
Compansons of Data Obtained Dunng the Same ~tootll b111 a Different Y cl\f (Alll?U5t 31. l 9S3 and 
Augus1 23, 1992). • 
mean # ird111duals/square meter (std err0<) T · stahst1cs 
wcon 1983 1991-92 I deg free Pu lmona1.a ( c<>rlirucd) 
Lyrmacidae 
Slagnioola carasoopwn 6.0 (3.3) 150.0 (15 4) 
-7.801 61 Prosobranchia 
Valva.tidae 
Vaivala IJ'icarlnata 0.0 25.6 (9.7) 
-7.728 4 .0 
Bithyniidae 
Bltlrynia tenJOCIJara 0.0 
Plcuroccridae 
7.3 (5.3) -~ .040 4.0 
Goniobasis livesc:ens 
Hy<robiidae 
25.3 (I 0.5) 276.8 (30.4) 
-0.230 7 2 







Caecidotea racovitzm 1.2 (1.2) 0 .0 0.780 40 
Anl>hipoda 
Ganmaridae 
Gammaru.r jasda1us 35 7 .8 (60.0} 
Decapoda 
2095.1 (134 .2} -7.476 8.0 
Carri>aridae 






Hygrobales no data 25.6 (6.3) 
Lebcrtiidae 
Lebertia no data l.2 (I.I} 
Pionidae 
Porelia no da.t.a 0.0 
JJ'eltina no data 0.0 




Burylophella 0.0 0.0 
Hcptagcniidae 
Slenacron l.2 (1 .2) l.2 (I.I) -0.102 8.0 
Slenonema 6.0 (3.3) 0.0 4.067 4 .0 
Wlidcrtificd Hcpt.agcni1dae noda1a 0.0 
Trichop(era 
Hy<roptilidae 
Agraylea 0.0 1.2 (1.1) -0.990 4 .0 
Lcptoccridac 
Ceracka 0.0 0 .0 
Polyccmopidae 
Polycenll'OplU 10.8 {4.8) 3.7 (2.2) 2. 139 7.3 
Trichoptera pupae no da1a 0.0 
Abundance estimates were not compared statistically if "no data" were obtained for that particular W<on in 1983 . 
• significartly more abundalt (95% Cl) in 1991-92. 
-Significartly more abundart (99% Cl) in 1991-92. 
••-signiticartJy more abundart (95% Cl) in 1983. 
--significartly more abundart (99% Cl) in 1983. 
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Appendix IOd. Native Bcuduc MalTOUIVtftcbrate Abundance Estunatcs 11 the Cobble Site. with T-stall~1Jl'S from 
C001>ansons of Data Ob4amed During the Same MoOO\. bur a Diffcrer1 Y car (AUl?Ust 31. 1983 and 
August 23. 1992) 
mean# 1ndv!dualslsquare meter (std error) T · stat1st1cs 
~ 1983 1991-92 I deg free . Q-valuc 
Diptcra 
Chirooomidae 
Prodadiu.s 0.0 1.2 (I.I) 
-0.990 4 0 ..: 0.50 
'TMinnemannimyia 00 2.4 (2.2) 
· I 1.16 4 0 ..... 0.50 
Criootopu.s 0.0 0 .0 
B111cieferriella 0.0 0.0 
Heterotrissododl11s 1.2 (1.2} 12.2 (3.9) 
-2.821 "' .9 .... o os· 
Ortltodadi us 0.0 0.0 
OrlhockJdiu.s·Crlootopu.s no dau 0.0 
p .uctrodadiu.s 0.0 1.2 (1.1 ) 
-0.990 4 .0 .... 0.50 
Chironomu.s 0 .0 43 .9 (8.5) -13.347 4 .0 .... o 001·· 
BndocJUronomu.s 0.0 0.0 
Paradlironomu.s 0 .0 0.0 
Pararendipes 1.2 (1.2) 2.4 (2.2) -0.294 80 '> 050 
Phaenopsectra 0 .0 0.0 
Polypedilum 0 .0 0 .0 
Micropsutra 0 .0 0.0 
Parat<Dr)farsu.s 0.0 0.0 
Rheotanytarsu.s 0.0 0.0 
Tanytarsv.s 3.6 (3.6) 3.7 (2.2) -0.116 7.9 0 50 
unidcnified Chirooomidae no data 3. 7 (2.2) 
Olirooomidae pupae no data 8.5 (2.8) 
corrected totaJ 531.3 (64.2) 4970.7 (924.3) -6.572 7 9 .... 0.001·· 
actual totaJ 531.3 (64.2) 5074.6 (941.1 } 
comcted total = actual total • abundance estimates of taXB having "no dau M obtained in 1983 . 
Abundance estimates were not corJl>ared statistically if "no data" were obtained for that particular t.axoo in 1983. 
• significait.ly more abundart (95% Cl) in 1991 -92. 
• •sisitificartJy more abundart (99'% Cl) in 1991-92. 
• -significartly more abundan. (95% Cl) in 1983. 
• • - significantly more abundant (990,{, Cl) in 1983. 
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Appendix th. Native Baidtic Macroinvcrtcbnitc Abundance Estinll(cs It ti~ Artificial Red Siic. ~1<11 T-stacisucs th'l11 
C001>arisons of Data Oblamcd Dunns the SlSllC Monlh. but a Different Year tJuly I:. 1983 and 
July 12. 1991 ). 
mean ti individuals/square meter (std. error) T·statist1cs 
~ 
..!.2fil ~ I deg frtt. p-\'aJUC Ncmatoda 0.0 0.0 
Platyhelmimhcs 
Turbcllaria 1.2 (1 .2) 97.6 (10.8) 
Amclida 
-8.786 43 < 0 001 .. 
Polychlcu 
Sabdlidac 
Mana}wlkia sp«iosa 0.0 0.0 
0 I igochac:t.a 
Lwnbriculidll 
Lwnbriculidac 
Lumbriculus llOTiegatus 0.0 0.0 
unidcrtificd Lumbriculidac 0.0 0.0 
Hlplotax:ida 
Enchytncidae 0.0 0.0 
Naididac 
Ch<#togastu U1"11tMi 0.0 29.0(10.9) 
-6.661 .~.o ... 0 .01 • • 
Pri.stineUa osbomi 0.0 0.0 
Nais cOlnlnWlis 0.0 4.6 (2..5) -2.111 3.0 ... 0.20 
Nair paT<JaJis 0.0 0.0 
Nai.s sp. no dall 7.6 (3.3) 
Slylaria lacu.stri.s 0.0 88.4 (46.7) -4.689 3.0 ' 0 02• 
r~Ua inJermedia 0.0 0.0 
Tub ificidae 
Potamotlvix moldaviensi.s 0.0 0.0 
POlamotlvix wjdqvskyi 0.0 0.0 
Spirospermajeroi 0.0 0.0 
unidertificd Tubificidac 0.0 0.0 




I:Jesurobde/Ja phakra 0.0 0.0 
Piscicolidac 
Ptscicola punctara 0.0 0.0 
Mollusca 
Bi val via 
Sphaeriidae 
Mwculium panumeium 1.2 ( 1.2) 0.0 0.780 3.0 < o.so 
Unionidac 
IJgvmja nasuta no dll.a 0.0 
unidcrtificd Unionidac no dll.a 0.0 
Pulmonlla 
Ancylidac 
Jl1rri.ssia ri"""1ris 0.0 0.0 
Planori>idae 
Gyrmdus JXJTVUS 0.0 0.0 
Hell.soma anup.s 0.0 1..5 (1.3) -1.064 3.0 < O.SO 
Ptiylidac 
Plrysa lteterostropha 1.2 (1.2) 108.2 (33.2) ·6.977 5.9 < 0.001 •• 
Abundlnce cstimacs were not c~ ttlbtcicalty if"no data" wa-c obtained for U1llt plfticul.- taxon in 1983. 
•sipificnty more lbt.&ndll1l (95% Cl) in 1991-92 . 
. .. isnificn.ly more abundn (99% Cl) in 1991-92. 
• • •significn.ly more lbt.&ndll1l (95% Cl) in 1983. 
•• • •significn.ly more lbundart (99% Cl) in 1983. 
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Appc1Kftx I la.. 1':auve Bcrnluc ?vtacrom\'a1cbratc .".bundl!JKc &tunatc:s 11 the Atttficial Red' Sue. ~iclt T-stat1st1ci; ih101 
C00"4>11"1sons of Data Obtained Dunl18 the Same Mord\, but e Oiffcra11 Y~ l)uly I:. 1983 and 
July 12.1991). 
mean # individuals/square meter (std error) T-Slahshcs 




9.6 (8.2) 175.3 (43. 7) 
·5.2:-t 5 1 <. 0 00~ .. 
Valvalidae 
Valvata tricarinaJa 0.0 0.0 
Bithyni idac 
Bithynia tmtaculaJa 3.6 (3 6) 1.5 0 .3) 
Plc:uroccridae 
0 .4.,8 5. 7 -.o 50 
GonJQbasis liYeSCeflS 
Hych>biidae 
162.6 (27.8) 96.0(19.3) U23 4.9 < 050 
Amnicola limosa 
Anhropoda 
0 .0 144.8 (66.8) 




Caecidotea racovitz.ai 0.0 0 .0 
An¢ipoda 
Gtrrmaridae 
Gammaru.r fasciarus 669.9 (195.5) 1714.9 (341.4) 
·2 . .S.54 6.0 < oo~· 
Oecapoda 
Cmnb.-idae 
Orwnectes propinquis 2.4 (2.4 ) 6 .1 (2.2) 




Hygrobare.r no data 0 .0 
Lebcrt.i i dac 
Lebertia no data 0 .0 
Pionidae 
P0rtlia no data 0 .0 
Wettina nodau 0.0 




Euryk;phella 0.0 0.0 
Hcpt.agcniidae 
Stenocron 0.0 0.0 
Stenonema 0.0 0.0 
uni dcrt.ified Hcptagcni idle no data 0.0 
Trichoptcn 
Hycroptilidae 
Agrayka 0.0 J3. 7 (.S.4) -3. 787 3.0 < 0.05 • 
Lcptoccridac 
Ceraclea 2.4 (l.5) 1.5 (1.3) 0.668 5.9 '> o ..so 
PQlyeuvopidac 
P<>lycentropus 0.0 21.3 (5.1) -7.577 30 < o.oo.s •• 
Trichoptc:ra pupae nodlta U(l.3) 
Abundance estimates were not COf111111'Cd atist.icalty if"nc> daa" were obtained for that pstiruf.- l&J(OO in 1983. 
• s ignificnly more lbundn. (95% CI) in 1991 -92. 
••significnly more abundant (990/c> CI) in 1991 -92. 
•••significnly more abundant (95% CJ) in 1983. 
••••s ignificnly more lbundan (99%1 CJ) in 1983. 
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Appcnclx 11 a . Native Bcntinc Macromvatcbratc Abun~ ES1imatrs at the Artificial Reef St!e. \\1th T-sta<1stiN from 
C'o111>ansom of Data Obtamtd Dunng thr Same Mcnh. but a D1ffcrmt Year (Jul\• l 'l. I og3 Ind 

























ICtlJ al total 
mean # 1ndMdlsals/square meter (std erTO<) 
1983 1991-n I 
0.0 
0.0 
9 6 (4 3) 
0.0 
0.0 























































AbundmlCe estimates were nol co111>arcd statjsticaJly if'"no data" were obtained for that particular t11Xon m 1983. 
•significstly more abundant (95% Cl) in 1991-92. 
• -..ignificant.ly more abundant (99% Cl) in 1991-92. 
• ••significam.ly more abundant (95% Cl) in 1983. 
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Appendix I lb. NatJve Bcntluc Macroinvutcbralc Abundance Estimates• the Artificial Reef Site. ~ith T·stllt1stics &om 
C~ansons of Dau Obuincd Duong the Same MO!'Ah. but a D11Tercn Yes- lSq:itcmbcr 10. 1983 
and Sq:itcmbcr 21 . 1991) 
mean # in<ivi~lsls~ meter T-stahstJcs 
~ lm 1991 -92 I frtt.. p-v1lue Nematoda 0.0 0.0 
Plaryhctmil1.hcs 
TurbeJ I Ilia 7.2 (3.5) 24.4 (13.9) 
Amclida 





0.0 2A (1.3) 
-1.789 4 0 < 0.20 
Lumbriculida 
Lumbriculidac 
Lwnbriculur Wlriegalu.s 0.0 0.0 
unidentified Lumbriculidac 0.0 0.0 
Haplotaxida 
F.nchytraeidac 0.0 0.0 
Naididac 
Cltattogaster limnoti o.o 1.2 (1.1) 
-0.990 4 0 < 0 . .50 
Pristine/la osbomJ 0.0 1.2 ( l.l ) 
-0.990 4 0 < 0 .50 
Nais communis 0.0 2.4 (2.2) 
-1.136 4.0 < 0.50 
Nai.s pardalis 0.0 0.0 
NaJ.s sp. no data 1.2 (LI) 
Stylaria lacu.stru 0.0 3.7 (3.3) -1.216 4.0 < 0 .50 
1' ejr.lovsfyrtlla i nit rmedia 0.0 0.0 
Tubificidac 
PotamolJrrU lftOldavltnsis 0.0 0.0 
PotamothrU wjdovskyl 0.0 1.2 ( l.1) -0.990 4 0 .. o.5o 
Spirospermafuox 0.0 0.0 
unidmificd Tubificidac 0.0 3. 7 (2.2) · 1.911 4.0 < 0.20 




Desstrobdella phakra 0.0 l.2 (l.l ) -0.990 4.0 -.. 050 
PiKicolidac 




Musculiwn partumelwn 0.0 0.0 
Unionidac 
Ligumia nasuta nodlta 0.0 
uniden.ificd Unionidac no data 0.0 
Pulmonlla 
Ancylidac 
Ferrissia rivuJaris 0.0 0.0 
Plenorbidac 
OyraubM parN.1 1.2 (1.2) 4.9 (2.1) -1.060 7.8 < 0.50 
/klis<HJta OltC4pS 0.0 6.1 (1.7) -4.034 4.0 < 0.02• 
Phytidac 
Plrysa helerostroplta 60.2 (27.5) 112.2 (12.5) -2.121 6.6 < 0.10 
Abundmlce estimltct wa-e no< c0ft1>l"cd ltatiltically if"no data• wa-e obtained for !hit particul .. taxon in 1983 . 
.. igJlificnly more lbundlrt (95% Cl) in 1991-92. 
• -aignificn.ly more lbWldlm (99% Cl) in 1991-92. 
•••fignificn.ly more lbundln (95% CI) in 1983. 
••••1ignificnly more lbundan (99% Cl) in 1983. 
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Apptndh: 11 b . ~atJ\l' Ba1!1uc Ma,T~tmcnd>ralc :\bt.tndaricc Est1matC':' at !lit :\st1tic1al Reef Sue. " 1th T-sh1U>11C'S lhlm 
Companso~ of Data Ot>uuncd Dun~ lhc Same ~tooth. but a DllTcrcnt Y ~ lScpcanbcr 1 O. I os3 
and September 21. 1991 l 
mean # ind1111duals/square meter T-statishcs 
~ 1983 ~ I fr« -value Pulmonata (corunucd) 
Lyrmaetdac 
Slagnicoia Ca/ascopium 
-I 1 (220J 20. 7 (.5 I) ~. -.56 8.0 .... l) 0.5 ••• Prosobranch.ia 
Valvatidac 
>' al\11/1/a fricari Tia/a 00 4.9 ( I.I ) 




00 1.2 {I I) 
·0990 4 0 .... o ~o 
Goniobasis liw.sctns 179 . .S (6.S.3) 461 .0 (133.0) 
·2 34i 80 .... 00.5 ° 
Hycrobiidac 
. .vnnlcoia limosa 0.0 648.8 (80.9) 




Cat.cidotea racovitmi 00 0.0 
Amphipoda 
Ganm.-idac 
Gamlna1w farciatus 1.543.4 (.S 17.2) 386.S.8 (374.9) 
-3 089 7 1 • 0 02 · 
Occapoda 
Canbaridac 




Hygrobares no data 9.8 (H) 
Lcbcrtiidac 
Lebertia nodat.a 1.2 (1.1 ) 
Pionidac 
Port Ii a no dau 0.0 
Wtttina no dll.a 0.0 




Euryl.ophe/Ja 0.0 0.0 
Hcptagcniidac 
Sttnacron 0.0 3.7 (2.2) · 1.911 4.0 <.. 0 20 
Sttnontma 0.0 9.8 (1.3) ·9.460 4.0 0.001 • • 
Wlidcttificd Hcptagcniidac no data 1.2 (1.1) 
TridlOpt.a"a 
Hydroptilidac 
Agrayka 0.0 0.0 
Lq>loccridac 
Ctracka J.2 (1.2) 0.0 0.780 4.0 < o . .so 
Potyccntropidac 
l'<>/ycentropu.r 2.4 (2.4) 85.4 (18. 2) ·6.400 6.6 < 0001 .. 
Trichopt.cn pupae no data 0.0 
Abundmcc c:ttimatcs were not compared statistically if"no dab!" werc obtained for lliat particu lar taxon in 1983. 
•significantly more abundslt (95% CI) in 1991 ·92 . 
.. tignificmitly more abundart (99% Cl) in 1991-92. 
•••significn.ly more lbundn (9.S% Cl) in 1983. 
•••-significnly more lbundant (99%1 Cl) in 1983. 
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Appendix I lb. Native Bcnlhic Mac:rnit1\ralcbratc Abundance Estimates at the Artificial Reef Site. with T-statistics trom 
Co~arisons of Data Obtained During the Sarne Month. but a Diffcra1t Y car tScptcmbcr l O. 1983 
md September 21. 1991) 





Prociadius 0.0 0.0 
Theinnemannimyia 0 .0 0.0 
Cricotopus 0.0 0.0 
Eukiejerrieila 0.0 0 .0 
Heterotri.ssociadius 0.0 0 .0 
Orthociadius 0.0 1.2 (I.I ) -0.990 
Orthocladius-Cricotopus no data 0 .0 
Psectrociadius 0.0 0.0 
Chironomus 0.0 0 .0 
Endochironomus 0.0 0 .0 
POTOChironomus 0 .0 0.0 
Paratendipes 0 .0 0.0 
Photnop.sectra 0 .0 0.0 
Polypedilmn 0.0 0.0 
.Micropsectra 0.0 0.0 
Paratanytarsus 0.0 0.0 
RheOlanytarsw 0.0 0.0 
Tanytarsus 0.0 0 .0 
unidentified Gb.ironomidac no data 0.0 
atlronomidac pupae no data 0.0 
cOfTCct.edtotal 1866.3 (577.4) 5267 .1 (522.8) -3.372 
actual total 1866.3 (577.4) 5280.6 (526.4) 





Abtmdanu estimates wer-c not compared statistically if"no data" wer-c obtained for that particular taxon in 1983. 
•significartly more abundant (95% CI) in 1991-92. 
••significantly more abundn (990/0 CI) in 1991-92 . 
... significartly more abundant (95% CI) in 1983. 
••••significartly more abundant (990/0 CI) m 1983. 
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< 0 .50 
App~ndtr Ile. Nllt\'t Bcntluc ~iacrutn\crtcbralc Abc.mdancc E.<t1ma1es • dll' AniJic11I RecfS11c. ~1th T-su1ust1C'S from 
C001>ansons of Olla Oblamcd ~ thc Same Moroi.. t>ot a D1ffc:rmt year (M~ 11 . t 983 .,d 
May I ~. 1 99~) 
mean # 1ndlV1duals/square mete< (std. error) T-statistics 
!!!.2!:! 1983 1991-92 I ~ valu~ Nematoda 0.0 0.0 
Plalyhclrrur«hcs 
Turt>cllria I l ( I l) 6.1 (~.~) 








Lumbrlculus varieg01us 0.0 0.0 
unidentified Lumbriculidae 0.0 0 .0 
Haplotaxida 
Enchytneidae 0 .0 0 .0 
Naididae 
Ch<Mtogasler limnaei 0.0 0.0 
-
Prisrine/Ja osbomi 0 .0 0.0 
Nais communi.s 0.0 0.0 
Nais pardaJis 0.0 l.2 (I.I) 
-0.990 4 0 ... o ~o 
Naissp. no data 0 .0 
~alocwtrls 0.0 0.0 
Yejdovstye/Ja ifllermedia 0 .0 0.0 
Tubificidae 
Potamot>vu moldavlenris 0.0 0 .0 
Potamot>vu vej d<rlskyi 0 .0 1.2 (1.1) 
·0.990 40 .... 0 .50 
Spirospermaferox 0 .0 0 .0 
unidcr•ili rd Tu bifi cidae 0.0 2..4 (2.2) 
-1.136 4.0 ... O.~O 




Dt.s.urolxk/Ja phal.era 0.0 0.0 
Piscicolidae 




MurcuJium paTtwneium 4.8 (4.8) 0 .0 1.860 4 .0 < 0 .20 
Unionidae 
llgwnia nasuta no data 0 .0 
unidcdificd Unionidae nodal.a 0 .0 
Pubnonaa 
Ancylidae 
Fmis.sia ri""1arls 0.0 0.0 
Planori>idle 
~parw.s 6.0 (6.0) 2.4 (1.3) O ..S.S3 7.6 > O . .SO 
&/J.sQwea anups 0.0 0.0 
Physidae 
Plrysa heterostroplta 2.4 (2.4) 19 . .S (7.2) -2.628 8 .0 < o.o.s • 
AbundSlce estimata were not corJ1>ared statistically if"no data" were obtained for !hit plrticut .. ll>Con in 1983. 
•signifiC11"tly more lbundn (9.S% CI) in 1991-92. 
• •tignifiC11"tly more lbundd (99% CI) in 1991 -92. 
•••1ignificnly more abundant (9.S% CI) in 1983 . 
.. .. 1ignifiC11"tly more abundant (99% CI) in 1983. 
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Appmdtx I Jc. :-..'at1 \-e Bcrduc ~acro1mi:rtd>ralr Abundance Estinlllle> 11 the: M1fic1al RC'CfS1tC'. \\1th T-;."ta<1st1cs from 
C~ansons of Data Oblalmd Dunng !hr Same ~iorm but a DuJacrn Yra-,).lay 11. 1983 a ld 
May 1.5. 1 99~). 
mean # 1ndlV1duals/square meter (std error) T-stat1shcs 




9 6 (6 :'.) 6.1 ( I i) O:'. i 8 8.0 .... 0 .'.10 
v alvat.i dac 
Vahtata tricminaJa 0.0 2.5.6 (8. 7) 
Bithynj idac -i.529 -U) ... 0 .002 .. 
Bilhynia u111acuiala 12l( .2) 0.0 
Plcuroccridac 
0 -so 4 0 ... 0 '.1 0 
GoNObasis liYt.sctlU 19.3 (12.3) 74.4 (23.0) -2.;o-
'· ' 




0.0 79.3 (32.9) 




Ca«idotta rot;O\lil'UJi 0.0 0.0 
Arrc>hipoda 
Gammaridac 
Gamman.u jasciarus 44.6(43.1) 1136.6 (2.50.4 J -.s.-98 (),4 ' 0 002 · 
Occapoda 
Cmnbaridac 




Hygrobolu no data 1.5.9 (6.6) 
Ld>crtiidae 
Lebertia no data 0.0 
Pionidac 
Fortlia no data 0.0 
Wtttina nodlU 0.0 




Eurylopltelia 0.0 2.4 (1.3) - 1. 789 4.0 ... 0 .20 
Hcpt.agcniidac 
Sttnacron 4.8 (4.8) 0.0 1.860 4.0 <. 0.20 
Sttnonema 1.2 (1 .2) 3.7 (2.2) -0.900 7.9 <; 0 . .50 
wlidcnified Hcpllgaliidac no data L2 (1.1) 
Trichopt.cra 
Hycroptilidac 
Ag7ayka 0.0 1.2 (l.1) -0.990 4.0 < 0.50 
Lqltoeaidac 
C1roclea 0.0 1.2 (l.l) -0.990 4.0 < 050 
Polyctnropidac 
Polycenlropu.r 0.0 l.2 ( I.I ) -0.990 4.0 < 0.50 
Trichoptcn pupae no data 0.0 
Abundance estimates were not c~ statistically if "no <fata• were obtained for that particul.- taxon in 1983. 
•significanly more abundn (9.5% CI) in 1991-92 . 
.. signi.fkartly more abundart (990~ CI) in 1991-92. 
•••aign.ifitanly more abundn (95% CI) in 1983. 
••••sign.ifitftJy morc abundn (99% CI) in 1983. 
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Appendix I l e. NILJve Bcnlluc Macrom\"CJ1cbni!c .~c E..<tunatcs a1 die .AJt1ftc1 aJ RccfS1tc. ~i!h T·st1C1S11C'S from 
Con..,.,sons of Data Ob~incd During the~ \1orah. but a Different YCK (!\I~ 11 . I 08~ and 


























mean # indMduals/square meter (std. err0<) 





























































com:d.cd tocal = ac:Qlal toe.al - lbundance cstimacs estin:lllcs of taxa having "no dlla" obtained in 1983. 
Abundance estirnltes wa-c not c001>1r'Cd llllillically if"no data" wa-e obtained for Iha particul .. uxon in 1983. 
•significnJy more lbundn (9 5% Cl) in 1991-92-
•-sigJUficnJy more lbundanl (99% Cl) in 1991-92-
•• -.ignificnJy more lbundn (95% Cl) in 1983. 







< 005 . .. 
< o.oo.s·· 
Appcndtx I Id. !'auvc Ba .U11C" ~arromvatcbnttc Abundar1C"c Estu11a1es ai the . .o\rttfinaJ Reef Sue. \\'lUt T·S1al1st1cs rl\'m 
Comparisons of Data Oblamed Dunng t1)c Same Month bu! a Different y car (August .'11 . 198.\ and 
August 20, 1992) 
mean # 1ncivldualslsquare meter (std error) T·stattst1cs 
~ 1983 1991-92 r ~free value Ncmaroda 0.0 1.2 ( I I) 
·0.990 40 <. 0 .50 Pl~ 
Turbdlllia 6.0 (2. 7) 25.6 (10.8) 
Amclida 
·1.38~ () 6 0 50 
Polychacta 
Sabcll idac 
Manayunkia specio.sa 0.0 0.0 
Oligochad.a 
Lwnbriculida 
Lwnbricu I idac 
Lwnbricufus variegaius 0.0 0.0 
unidcttificd Luni>riculidae 0.0 0.0 
Haplotaxida 
Enchytracidae 0.0 0.0 
Naididae 
Chaelogarter limnaei 0.0 0.0 
Pri.stine/Ja osborni 0.0 0.0 
Nais communis 0.0 0.0 
Nais pardoJis 0.0 4.9 (3.2) .1.071 40 <. 0 20 
Naissp. no data 0.0 
Stylaria Jacust rl.s 0.0 0.0 
Vt_jdqyskye/Ja inu~dia 0.0 0.0 
Tubificidae 
PotamotlvU. moldavitl1Sl.S 0.0 0.0 
PotamothrU vej<Jqvskyi 0.0 2..4 (l.2) ·Ll36 4.0 ... 0.50 
Spirosperma.ferox 0.0 2.4 (1 .3) .J.789 40 ..;. 020 
unidcmi.fi cd Tubifi c idle 0.0 168.3 (1 1.5.8) ·3.722 40 ... 0 05• 




Dusm,bde/Ja phakra 0.0 4.9 (4.4) .J .272 40 <. 0.50 
Pi&eicolidac 




MurcuJJum partwnelum 1.2 (1.2) 0.0 0.780 4.0 < 0 . .50 
Unionidac 
IJgumia nasuta no data 0.0 




Ft rrissia rivularis 0.0 0.0 
Plaiorbidae 
Oyraulus paTWS 0.0 2.4 (l.3) ·l.789 -4 .0 c 0.20 
Htiisoma anctps 0.0 7.3 (.5.3) ·2.040 40 < 0.20 
Physidae 
Physa htterostropha 91.6 (1 2..8) 61.0 (20.0) U23 .5.0 < 0.20 
Abundance cstimatca were not c~arcd ata.istically if"no data~ wcrc obt.aincd for that plrticul.- taxon in 1983. 
•significnly more lbundn (9.5% CI) in 1991-92. 
••1isnificartly more lbundn (99% CI) in 1991 ·92. 
•••sigJlificnly more lbtJ.ndll't (9.5% CI) in 1983. 
•••-.ignificnly more lbundn (99% CI) in 1983. 
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~ndh lid. Native Bcnluc Macroinvcrtcbralc Abundaocc Estunatc: al lhc An11ic1al RccfSuc. "ilh T-st1t1sttct from 
C~sons of Data Obtained Dun~ tm Same ~1.onth but a 01ffcrc11t Year (:\ugust 3 I. 198.\ and 
August 20. 19921. 
mean # individuals/square meter (std. error) T-statislics 
~ 1983 1991-9~ T ~ -value 
Pulmonat.a (continued) 
L)'l'l'WlaCldac 
Slagrucola carascopium 19 3 (12.4) 34.1 (7.2) -I 656 7.3 --o ~o 
Prosobnnchia 
Valvaudac 
Valwlta rncarinara 00 2.4 0 .3) -1 789 4 0 .. 0 20 
B1lhyniidac 
Bi tlryn.la ttnJacuiara 1.2 (1.2) 1.2 (l.l ) ·0.102 8.0 "> 0.50 
Plcuroccridac 
0onJOba.ris Ji Ye.SCtTU 83. I (22.2) 141.5 {16.8) · 1.918 8.0 .... 0.10 
H;ycrobiidac 





CMcldotta rocovit:ai 0.0 0.0 
Alt1>hipoda 
Gtmnlridac 
GamntaTus j:uciatus 669.9 (225.8) 1524.4 (201.1) ·2.559 7.8 0.05 • 
Dccapoda 
Cambaridac 




Hygrobate.s nodal.a 50.0(9.0) 
Ld>crtiidac 
Lebutia no data 0.0 
Pionidac 
Portlia no dat.a 0.0 
Wtttina no dat.a 0.0 
unidentified Acarina no data 0.0 
Ins cc ta 
Ephcmcropt.cra 
Ephcmcrcllidac 
Bwylop~Ua 0.0 0.0 
Hcpll8Clliidac 
Sltnacron 0.0 0.0 
SlenoMma 3.6 (3.6) 0.0 1.559 4.0 <0.20 
unidm.i.fied Hcpt.aguli idac nodal.a 0.0 
Trichoplcra 
Hycroptilidac 
Agraylea 0.0 0.0 
Lq>toccridac 
Ceracka 0.0 0.0 
Potyccntropidac 
< 0.20 Polyctlf/1'()pus o.o 4.9 (3.2) • 1.971 4.0 
Trichoptcra pupae no data 0.0 
Abundlncc estimates wa-e no( C0111>tred .uitillically if"no data" wa-e obtained for ll1ll plrticul.- taxoo in 1983 
•fiSJillicnly more abundS1l (95% Cl) in 1991 -92. 
.. tiSJillicartJy more abundn (99% Cl) in 1991 ·92. 
•••1ignificlr4ly more abundn (95% Cl) in 1983. 
••••signi.ficnly more abundant (99"AI CO in 1983. 
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Apptndtx 11 d. :-.:at1\-c Bmctuc Macn>mvatcbralc Abwldzincc Eslunalcs • lhc .'\mfic11ll Reef Snc. "1111 T·sUM15t1~ &om 
COfl11.,Sons of Data Obtamed Duong the Same Morlh but a D1iTcm11 Y car {.'\u~st .\ \. 1983 and 
August ~o. 1992) 
mean # 1ncividuals/square meter (std. error) T·statlst1cs 
~ 1983 1991-92 I free · \"lluc Di pt era 
Chironom1dac 
Procladiw 00 1.2 (I I) 
-0990 4 0 ..... 0 50 
Thdnntmanrtllrl)lO 0.0 1.2 (1.1 ) 
·0990 4 0 ... 0 50 
Cricotopw 0.0 0 .0 
Buki<fe"iella 0.0 0.0 
Heterotn.s:socladJ us 2.4 (U) 3.7 (l 2) 
·O 040 D .... o ~o 
Orthocladius 0.0 00 
Orthocladius-Cricotopus no data 0.0 
Psectrocladius 0.0 0 .0 
Chironomus 0 .0 2.4 (l.3) · 1.78Q 4.0 < 0 .20 
Bndochironomus 0.0 0 .0 
Parochironomus 0.0 0 .0 
Parauftdipu 0.0 0 .0 
Phaenop~ctra 0 .0 1.2 (1.1) 
·O 99<> 4.0 > 0 .50 
Polypedilwn 0.0 1.2 ( I.I) -09QO 4.0 :> 0.50 
Micropsectra 0.0 0.0 
ParaJanytarsus 0.0 00 
Rheotanytanus 0.0 0.0 
Tan)tanw 0 .0 1.2 (1.1) -0.990 4 0 '> 0 . 0 
unidaitificd Chironomidac no data 1.2 ( I.I ) 
Otironomidac pupae no data 1.2 (1.1) 
corrected total 881.9 (250 . .S) 211.S.8 (319.4) ·2 .S67 80 < o o~· 
actual total 881.9 (2.SO ..S) 2 168.3 (317.6) 
corrected total = actual total · abundance cstimatcs oftax:a having "no data" obtained in 1983. 
Abundance Cltimatcs were not corr.,•cd llltiJlically if"no data" were obtained for lhlt partirul• taxon in 1983 
-sigJlifielrt.ly more lbundlra (9.S% CJ) in 1991-92. 
.. , ignificnly more llbundart (99% CJ) in 1991-92. 
• ••sigJU.ficnly more abundant (9.S% CI) in 1983. 
• •• •significantly more abundant (990.4 CJ) in 1983. 
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App~odtl 14. Moruita's Native Ben.thlc Macrouwenebrale Conunwuty Surularuy (Cobble and Arufiaal Reef Sues). 
1983 and 1991-92. 
Morislta's Index vaue by month 
conununity comparison !!!ti SeJUmber 
cobble (1983) and cobble ( 1991-92) 0.503 0 877 om 0828 
cobble ( 1983) and reef ( 1983) 0.916 0.861 0.863 0.972 
cobble ( 1991-92) and reef(1991-92) 0.422 0.782 0.377 0.843 
reef( 1983) and reef(l991-92) 0.964 0.980 0.698 0.986 
1983 sampling dales (5111. 7/ 12. 9/10. 8131). 
1991-92 sampling dales (7112191, 9121191. S/15192. 8/20/92..smt92) 
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Appendix 15. Native Benthic Macroinvertebrate Species Richness at 



















• # taxa/0.66 square meter. 
cobble site 
# taxa/0.82 square meter 
artificial reef site -











1983 sampling dates (5/11, 7/12, 9/10, 8/31). 
1991-92 sampling dates (7/12/91, 9/21/91, 5/15/92, 8/20/92-8/23/92). 
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Appendix 16. Simp on· OiYersiry of);ative Benthic \13 roin\·c.: rtcbr.itc.: Conunurutie~ 



















Simpson's Diversity Index value 











1983 sampling dates (5/ 11, 7/12, 9/10, 8/31). 
1991-92 sampling dates (7/12191, 9/21191, 5/15/92, 8/20/92-8/23/92). 
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